Wrangling over Conrail relocation turning proposed Genzyme construction sour

Is Genzyme's honeymoon with Allston Landing over? Only the Turnpike Authority and Conrail know for sure.

Down for the count

The billboards of Union Sq. are history

Net result: For Squirt center Mike Leone, the net result is usually a goal when his stick touches the puck. Turn to page 30 for profile.
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Use it or lose it

Area civic associations should get with it

And the beat goes on.

Because some leaders of various local civic associations still don't get it.

Take the leaders of the Brighton-Allston Improvement Association, for example.

Despite numerous requests by board members to schedule a meeting to discuss the group's future (and maybe even write some bylaws), the organization's illustrations leaders still refuse. They want to talk about the "important issues in the community," not waste time listening to criticism.

The agendas for upcoming meetings are all set, they say. Seems like they have their agendas set straight through 2001. No time to honor a meeting request made way back in August.

According to the triumvirate of the BAI/A, their Continued on page 11
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By Linda Rosencrance

Curiouser and curiouser.

Like the goings on in Lewis Carroll's classic Alice in Wonderland, the situation surrounding Genzyme Corporation's relocation to Allston Landing seems to get "curiouser and curiouser" by the minute.

Last December, city and state officials patted themselves, and each other, on the back as they announced the Cambridge-based biotechnology firm's decision to build a manufacturing plan and world headquarters at Allston Landing.

That decision, however, was based on the promise that Conrail, which has a permanent easement on a parcel of land at the site owned by the Massachusetts Turnpike Authority (MTA), would relocate its freight terminal elsewhere. The move would allow for the future expansion of Allston Landing as a biotechnology center.

Continued on page 12

By Linda Rosencrance

Finally.

After six long years, the billboards in Allston's Union Square are coming down.

Last week Paul Barrett, director of the Boston Redevelopment Authority (BRA), wrote to Ackerley Communications of Stoneham, owner of the billboards located atop the single story building at 1-9 North Beacon St., requesting their removal.

Barrett first learned of the ongoing, widespread community concern about the billboards in a September meeting with the Journal. At that time he said he would

Continue on page 12
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$Ho, $Ho for Joe

Cashing in: Joseph Cummings of Allston (on right) gets ready to accept $50 G's he won in Holiday Bonus Instant Game from Executive Director of the Lottery, Eric Turner.

Joseph Cummings of Allston became the first $50,000 winner of the new $50,000 Holiday Bonus Instant Game. The winning ticket was purchased at the J & J Variety in Waltham. The store will receive a $5000 bonus for selling the winning ticket.

Holiday Bonus was introduced on Nov. 13 and so far has paid out $500,000 in prizes. The game features a chance to win $100,000 or $50,000 or $10,000 or $5,000 or $1,000 or $500 or $100 or $50 or $10 or $5 or $1. The game is on sale through Dec. 29 and has a $250,000 prize pool.

The game is open to adults 18 and older. Players choose five numbers from 1 to 50 and a $100,000 Grand Prize. The game is available at all lottery retailers.

Now is the time to consider buying a home or refinancing your existing mortgage and/or home equity loan(s). The savings in interest rates and lower monthly payments can be substantial. Or, you could refinance at the lower rates, hold your mortgage payment(s) the same and get the available equity or cash out for other uses.

To find out if buying or refinancing makes sense for you, just give us a call and we'll schedule an appointment.

CALL 617-782-5570.

THE SAVINGS COULD BE SUBSTANTIAL.
Talk is not cheap. And Peggy Davis-Mullen believes that if people refuse to talk about the problem of violence in the city, or even admit that it exists, then they will never be able to put an end to it.

"After a WZOU concert on City Hall Plaza on June 18, Jay Harvey, a South Boston youth, lay in a downtown hospital fighting for his life—the victim of a stabbing," said Davis-Mullen, an attorney and candidate for a citywide seat on the Boston City Council. "All hell broke loose that night. Two hundred kids—black kids versus black kids, white kids versus white—went on a rampage, terrorized the Tremont Street business district. But nobody from this city said a damn thing about it," she said.

"Where was the mayor and his administration? I'll tell you. They were hiding their heads in the sand," Davis-Mullen said. "Hoping the problem would just go away. No one wants to talk about the problem of violence, of kids killing kids, because of the racial overtones. People in this city have a tendency to run away from anything that has racial overtones," she said. "They think that if they talk about the problem, it will escalate."

While keeping vigil at Jay Harvey's bedside, Davis-Mullen, a South Boston native and former member of the elected School Committee, said she decided to re-enter the political arena, in order to address the problem of violence among young people in the city.

Davis-Mullen, who was unsuccessful in her first bid for a citywide council seat in 1991, said she has already enlisted the aid of District 7 City Councilor Anthony Dayton, in her attempt to "lessen and demystify" the problems in the black community.

"We have to realize that what happens in the black community affects the entire city," she said. "The problem is that the people in those communities have very little representation. But I don't believe that the concerns of a mother in Roxbury are any different than the concerns of a mother in South Boston."

Davis-Mullen, who lives in South Boston with her husband William Mullen and three children, said she is running for the Council in order to make Boston a better place to live for her children as well as all the children in the city.

"People should not have to live in fear," she said. "My mission is to take the anger and despair out of the city and replace it with hope and enthusiasm. Boston has the potential to become a great city, but not until it addresses the problem of violence," Davis-Mullen said. "We need to talk about our problems, not bury our heads in the sand and ignore them. And we can't find solutions until we first admit the problems exist."
Pharmacy Tips
by Charles P. Kelly
B.S., R.Ph.
CLEANING THE NATION’S MEDICINE CHEST

The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is aiming to dean out the medicine
drug companies, and to improve the effectiveness of this country’s medications, there are
the claims on their formulas
prescribing that manufacturers prove that their products were
is the third and
safe and effective before they
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KODAK DICONIX 701 Printer
Lasell Quality
Printing
Wherever You Work

Whether you travel from office to office, office to home, or make
your home on the road, the compact KODAK DICONIX 701
Printer is the powerful printing value you need. It’s perfect for
boosting productivity with IBM-compatible PCs, or notebook
computers, pumping out crisp 300 x 300-dpi laser-quality text
and graphics at up to 3 pages per minute. Plus –
• Lives plain paper; features built-in 30 sheet feeder
• Quiet ink-jet performance
• Prints portrait or landscape
• Easy paper feed, manual or automatic
• WINDOWS Software driver
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Details
In Store

FILM DEVELOPING
FREE SECOND SET OR FREE FILM*
12 Exposure ......... 2.99
15 Exposure .......... 3.99
24 Exposure .......... 5.99
36 Exposure ......... 8.99

SHIPMENT AVAILABLE
KELLY’S PHARMACY
389 WASHINGTON STREET
BRIGHTON CENTER
CALL: 782-2912 · 782-0781
HOURS: MON - FRI : 9AM - 7PM · SAT 9AM - 6PM
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FAMILY

SCHOOLS
Family affair
Parents/children come together at Jackson-Mann to help
each other learn

By Edward Wang

At the Jackson-Mann School, parents and teachers
together are planning a new program — Family
Education — that will give
parents the tools to actively
work with their children to
help them succeed in school.

“Each parent and child
are learning together,” said
Jean Murphy, the director of
after-school activities at the
Jackson-Mann Community
Center and the coordinator
of Family Literacy.

She said the multi-cultural
parents in Family Education
will learn basic
English, math, and parenting
skills, teaching them what
they need to help their children with their homework.

“The key to helping their child is educating themselves,”
Murphy said.

Family Education is targeted toward parents with chil-
dren in kindergarten up through second grade, and about
seven to 10 families are expected to participate, though no
one will be turned away, Murphy said.

She said all four of the institutions based at the Jackson-
Mann building are involved: the Andrew Jackson School,
the Jackson-Mann Community Center, the Horace Mann
Center for hearing-impaired students, and the North Zone
Early Learning Center.

This in fact the first time the four groups have come together,
said Diane Joyce, the director of the Jackson-Mann Community
Center. “It’s never happened before.”

“That’s what’s going to make it a success,” added Helen
Jones, the director for education of Boston’s community
centers.

The project is not scheduled to start until January, and so,
the curriculum being worked out by parents and teachers is
still being developed, Jones said. “Right now, it’s wide
open,” she said.

Though Family Education currently has five families
enrolled, the program still needs more parents to
establish the skills of the people involved and what
the program will need, she said.

Even so, in this early stage, getting parents to be more
responsive is more important than teaching skills, Jones
said. “Our major goal is to break down the barriers between
parents and institutions,” she said.

Another goal is to have speakers come in to discuss
topics such as drug and alcohol abuse in the evenings for
parents who would like to participate but do not need to learn
basic skills, she said.

Jones said Family Education was being funded by a
$25,000 grant from the Department of Education.

The organizers of the program prefer “Family Educa-
tion” to the term usually used: “Family Literacy.”

“Sometimes, the word ‘literacy’ turns people off,” said
Murphy. “It scares them. Education doesn’t scare as much.”

Though Family Education has begun

by Edward Wang

Project Bread aided by Brighton Senior
Center and Winship elementary school

Family values: The Jackson-Mann Family Education program has a January kick-off
date

By Edward Wang

Wooden spoons and glued-on glitter will
mean more than $500 in donations for Project
Bread’s Santa’s Kitchen, a holiday program
intended to help feed hungry children and
families in Massachusetts.

It may also mean a little more under-
standing between the young and the old as the
holiday season approaches.

More than 20 third grade students from
the Winship Elementary School in Brighton
Center visited the Veronica B. Smith Multi-
Service Senior Center on Nov. 16 to deco-
rate 75 wooden spoons with the help of 10
senior citizens to raise money for the hun-
gry.

“Think’s great,” one senior citizen was
heard saying over the happy noise of chil-
dren at work. “Look at that. He’s got stars on
his cheeks. He’s got stars on his cheeks.”

Several tables were laid out, surrounded
by children and covered with cotton balls
and bits of felt, glitter and trim and Elmer’s
glue — all donated by members of the Smith
center. Senior citizens helped with worth of
encouragement or a left hand where it was
needed.

The spoons were covered in glitter

Continued on page 8
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**BUSINESS**

**Marquis R.E. welcomes O’Grady**

Norman O’Grady has joined Brighton’s Marquis Real Estate team as a sales associate, it was announced recently by Tom Marquis, president of Marquis Real Estate, located at 304 Washington St. in Brighton Center.

O’Grady brings several years of sales and management experience with him. A resident of Oak Square in Brighton, O’Grady and his wife Mary have two children.

Regional proxy tapped by BayBank

Grady B. Hedgespeth has been named regional president by BayBank Boston. In the position, Hedgespeth will oversee the company’s continued expansion into Boston’s neighborhoods and the implementation of its Neighborhood Banking program.

In addition, Hedgespeth will be responsible for developing and implementing business and community outreach programs intended to stimulate economic activity and serve the banking needs of Boston’s neighborhoods. He will report directly to Richard F. Pollard, chairman and president of BayBank Boston, N.A.

Hedgespeth has held notable positions in government affairs and financial services. Most recently, he was principal of Resolution Enterprises, a financial services and community affairs consulting firm. He also has served as the secretary of the Massachusetts Executive Office of Economic Affairs and was the deputy commissioner of Child Support Enforcement services for the Massachusetts Department of Revenue. He served as director of government and community affairs at another Boston bank from 1989 to 1991.

“The election of Grady Hedgespeth to regional president strengthens BayBank’s commitment to neighborhoods in the City of Boston and is further evidence of our ongoing efforts to address the needs of consumers in these neighborhoods,” said Pollard.

Hedgespeth earned his bachelor of arts degree with honors in economics from the University of Virginia and a master’s degree in public policy from the John F. Kennedy School of Government at Harvard University.

Hedgespeth serves as a board member of the Roxbury Comprehensive Community Health Center and the Baystate Skills Corporation. He also is chairman of the finance committee and is a member of the board of Franciscan Children’s Hospital and Rehabilitation Center.

BayBank Boston is a member company of Boston-based BayBanks, Inc., one of New England’s largest bank holding companies with assets of more than $9.5 billion as of Sept. 10, 1992. BayBank Boston offers a complete range of retail and commercial banking services to consumers and businesses throughout the Boston area.

---

**MORTGAGES**

**WE MAKE IT EASY FOR YOU.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1 Year ARM*</th>
<th>Fixed Rate Mortgages - 3 Rates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.95%</td>
<td>6.45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.63%</td>
<td>7.96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.13%</td>
<td>8.34%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(617) 738-6000
Ask For The Mortgage Department

Grove Bank makes finding the right mortgage a pleasure. Our rates are excellent. And so is our service. We'll expedite your loan and keep the process as simple as possible. By understanding your individual needs, we can ensure that you make the best mortgage choice. You'll also be glad to know that we are a strong, well-established bank, with years of specialized experience in mortgages. Make it easy on yourself. Just give us a call.

**GROVE BANK**

The Better Way To Bank

51 Stadium Way
Allston, Massachusetts

---

**Advertise in the Journal**

254-0334

---

**Community Health Center**

Services Available In:

- Family Practice
- Adult Medicine
- Pediatrics
- Dental
- Podiatry
- OB-GYN (Family Planning)
- Nutrition
- Basic Lab Service
- Bilingual Staff

**Community Health Center**

- Insurances Accepted: Medicare/Medicaid
- BC/BS
- Tufts A.A.H.P.
- US Health Care
- Pignet
- Prmcare
- MVP, Aetna, Partners
- Other Commercials (Sliding Fee Scale)

**CALL FOR INFORMATION**

783-0500

51 Stadium Way
Allston, Massachusetts
Street Talk

Shopping frenzy

Hey, it’s almost Christmas, you know, and with the economy starting to turn around, people have loosened up their purse strings.

By Suzanne Siegel

It’s December 10... Do you know where your holiday shopping list is? The Christmas lights are blinking, the Santa Clauses have taken their seats at the department stores, promising gifts for children can only hope their parents can deliver, and shopping season is in full force.

The Journal hit Brighton Center to see what people were buying their loved ones, or have already bought their loved ones, for Chanukah or Christmas.

Kathleen Georgopoulou, 30, said, “What do my kids want for Christmas? It’s easier to tell you what they don’t want. Because that’s nothing.”

Georgopoulou, whose five children range from four months to 20 years, three of whom are her stepchildren, said she only knows for sure what she is getting her seven-year-old, who has requested “Twin Dolls.” “They cry when they’re apart and laugh when they’re together,” explained Georgopoulou.

The manager of J&K Auto Body Shop in Oak Square, Mark Sideris, 35, has the same problem. His two-, three- and four-year-old want “everything that’s on television,” he said.

They all have lists this long,” Sideris said, extending his arms apart as far as they would go. “We just get them what they want the most.”

But added Sideris, “It’s worth it just to see their eyes light up on Christmas morning.”

Donny Jr., 5, standing with his mom and dad, Gail and Donny Shea, said he wants the “Mr. Buckets” game for Christmas. When Donny Jr. was asked why he wanted that particular game, his father interjected. “Because he saw it on TV probably,” said the elder Shea, who is a landscaper.

It will be “Baby Loves to Talk,” for Paul Norwood’s six-year-old. “I always have in my orders. They’ve got their lists all long,” Sideris said.

But added Sideris, “It’s worth it just to see their eyes light up on Christmas morning.”

Donny Jr., 5, standing with his mom and dad, Gail and Donny Shea, said he wants the “Mr. Buckets” game for Christmas. When Donny Jr. was asked why he wanted that particular game, his father interjected. “Because he saw it on TV probably,” said the elder Shea, who is a landscaper.

It will be “Baby Loves to Talk,” for Paul Norwood’s six-year-old. “I always have in my orders. They’ve got their lists all long,” Sideris said.

First I finish all my finals and then I go shopping. I usually shop around the twenty-third of December,” John McNamara, 54, a funeral director, said, “I haven’t even thought about it. It’s only December fourth. I cannot answer.”

Tim Robert, 32, answered, “Probably nothing. There’s a lot of people and that’s the problem. I have a huge family.”

“This year I’m going to make them all suffer,” Robert joked. “They will just have to live with my presence.”

But as Robert was about to go, he admitted that just before Christmas, it was possible he might just have a change of heart.
Celebrate The Holidays at

The Plaza Dining Room
80 Years of Dining Elegance

Make your reservation now for
Christmas Day - Open 5 - 10 pm
New Year's Eve - 6 pm and 9 pm seatings

Open for Dinner - Tuesday - Saturday
For Reservations, Call (617) 267-5300
(A Mobil 4 Star Restaurant)

THE COPELEY PLAZA HOTEL
A Time Remembered, A Tradition Preserved.
138 St. James Avenue, Boston, MA 02116
Tracy speaks on Domestic Violence

State Rep. Susan M. Tracy (D-Brighton) testified, Monday, Nov. 30, at a Boston City Council Hearing on Domestic Violence. In support of a home rule petition sponsored by Councilor At Large, Rosaria Salemo, Tracy spoke about the number of Domestic incidents involving guns. Tracy pointed to an escalation in Domestic Violence in the Commonwealth.

"Here in Massachusetts, 41 women and children have been murdered this year alone, 17 of them killed by guns," Tracy noted. "In many cases, the gun owner had a restraining order outstanding, but was able to obtain a Firearms Identification Card (F.I.C.) and subsequently a gun."

Tracy said the legislation "will help to keep firearms out of the hands of batterers, and give the Boston Police Department the authority to remove firearms from the scene of a potentially violent situation."

The legislation, sponsored by Salemo, has the support of the Boston Police Department and the Mayor's office. Rep. Tracy, along with Sen. Michael Barrett and Rep. Marc Draisen, co-sponsored similar legislation that would make the provisions of the Home Rule Petition apply statewide.

International Fest at West End House

This smacks of can't miss fun and excitement. Why else but the International Holiday Festival, the festive celebration of the holidays, Saturday, Dec. 12, from 4-7 p.m., at the West End House Boys and Girls Club, 105 Allston St. It's sponsored by Boston Against Drugs (BAD) and features great food from Haiti, Central America, Russia, Cambodia and Brazil. There's folk dancing, door prizes and Pinatas. Admission is free, families are welcome, and if you want more info, call Mike at 787-4044. That's the number to the West End House.

A large spoon-ful of spirit

Thousands of these spoons were brought to the sixth annual Santa's Kitchen Kick-Off held Dec. 5 at Downtown Crossing, where they were placed on a giant Christmas tree painted by the local sidewalk artist Sidewalk Sam. For each spoon decorated, a donation of $10 was provided by an anonymous donor, up to a limit of $100,000. The money will be distributed among hundreds of soup kitchens, food pantries, and shelters this winter.

Josephine Loscano, a paraprofessional working at the Winship school who accompanied the students, said students from both the English third-grade class and the Spanish bilingual class were there.

"They were all looking forward to it," she said.

Some of the students were a little shy, but she hoped this visit would be the prelude to future activities at the senior center. Loscano added.

"They're cute," said 76-year-old Loretta McLean, a lifelong Brighton resident, of the spoons. "They're cute because they're all different."

"I think they have plenty of potential if they keep at it. They know how to do it from imagination," said Maurice Lomasney, a painter and member of the center for 11 years.

Lomasney said the children had an opportunity to explore art at an early age, whereas he had to wait 50 years before he had a chance to learn how to paint from a weekly art class held at the Smith center.

"The kids forget to put eyebrows on some of them," he added.

"It's good for both," said Pearl Stockman, a senior center member who helped organize the Winship visit.

"We benefit more from the children," Stern added.

"I wish I could come back to make some more," said Andy Townes, a 5-year-old Winship student who finished three spoons that day.

"When asked how he felt about the chance to help people, Townes answered, "Real good."

"Real, real, real good," piped in Townes' friend, 8-year-old Chris Auchterone, who also finished three spoons that day.
Union-ited front

The feud's over between Suffolk Constr. and Carpenters' Union

By Linda Rosencrance

All it took was Sister Roberta Marie Brown and a little divine intervention to finally end the 10-year battle between Suffolk Construction Co. and the state's Carpenters' Union.

"Several weeks ago we met with John Fish, president of Suffolk, the developers of Continental Wingate and Sister Roberta, of Mount St. Joseph, to discuss the possibility that Wingate might use Suffolk, then a non-union company, as the general contractor on the nursing home on North Beacon Street," said Mark Erlich, business agent of Local 40 of the Carpenters' Union. "That meeting was not very productive, and as we were all leaving Sister Roberta said, 'I'll pray for all of you.' I guess her prayers really worked," Erlich said.

"I'd have to say Sister Roberta was the deciding factor," said Andy Silins, president of the Boston District Council of Carpenters. "Actually there were a lot of pieces to this. First of all John Fish is a good businessman. And I don't really think his philosophy is all that different from the philosophy of the unions," Silins said. "I think he was concerned about signing a collective bargaining agreement that might negatively affect his company.

"It took years to convince him that wouldn't happen," Silins said. "Suffolk is one of our contractors now and we have to make sure that it can be competitive in New England and the New York area."

For some 10 years Suffolk Construction Company, one of the largest in the state, refused to sign a collective bargaining agreement with the carpenters or any union. In 1989, after going head-to-head with Suffolk for about seven years, all the building trade unions, under the umbrella group of the Massachusetts Building Trades Council, collectively decided to wage a corporate campaign against Suffolk until the company agreed to sign with all the unions.

According to Erlich, the campaign was successful until the bottom fell out of the economy. At that time a lot of unions needed work, so they caved in to Suffolk and Fish, who said he would agree to hire union labor in Boston. However, because Fish still refused to sign anything, the deal was sealed with a handshake.

The carpenters still refused to sign on with Suffolk, until Fish agreed to sign a collective bargaining agreement. "And this caused a lot of bad blood between the carpenters and the other building trades," Erlich said.

But last Friday, all that changed when Fish finally signed the collective bargaining agreement with the carpenters.

"Andy deserves a lot of credit for making this happen," Erlich said. "And Mayor Flynn and Paul Barrett (director of the Boston Redevelopment Authority), also deserve credit.

"The fact that we've preserved the sanctity of the collective bargaining agreement sends a powerful message to non-union contractors that the contractor [Suffolk] they looked to, to stand firm against the unions, couldn't do it," Erlich said. "It also sends a message to union contractors that we will fight for their employees and the unions. And it sends a message to the other unions in the building trades that we successfully defended our union, and tells them it's not worth it to cut a deal," Erlich added.


Fish could not be reached for comment.

We've Got Interest In Your Neighborhood.

No matter what your credit needs, at USTrust we're interested in meeting them.

✓ Residential Mortgages
A wide variety of fixed or adjustable rate products for purchase or refinancing.

✓ First Time Home Buyers Program
Features special qualifying guidelines and reduced closing costs.

✓ Home Improvement Loans
Fixed monthly payments make budgeting for repairs or renovation easier.

Call 1-800-282-USTC today to find out more about our loan products and the location of the USTrust branch nearest you.
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Member FDIC
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BOSTON WATER AND SEWER COMMISSION

IMPORTANT NOTICE

Beginning January 1, 1993, the Boston Water and sewer Commission will begin billing monthly for water and sewer services.

Currently, customers are billed four times a year. Starting January 1, 1993, our customers will receive bills once a month for water used during a one month period.

This new service will benefit our customers as follows:

1. Bills will be smaller, making it easier to budget and pay water and sewer bills.
2. It will lower future rate increases. By receiving water and sewer payments in a manner more in line with how the Commission pays its obligation, we will be able to reduce our short term financing needs. The savings the Commission realizes from this reduction will be passed on to our customers in the form of lower rate increases.

Water and sewer bills are continuing to rise in Boston due to the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority's Boston Harbor Cleanup Project. It has been suggested that it would be easier for our customers to pay the required rate increases in 12 payments per year rather than four. Paying your water and sewer bill monthly will also make planning your household budget easier since you are billed monthly for other utilities.

Monthly billing will also enable the Commission to reduce the amount of the required rate increases. By receiving water and sewer payments in manner more in line with how the Commission pays its obligations, we will be able to reduce our short term financing needs. All of the savings the Commission realizes from this reduction will be passed on to our customers in the form of lower rate increases.

Additionally, monthly billing will increase your awareness of the amount of water you use, helping you to evaluate your water conservation efforts. The more frequent meter readings will allow you to more closely monitor and control your water usage.

If you require additional information, please call the Boston Water and Sewer Commission Customer service Division at 330–9084.

POLICE

Two hits at Store 24

This week, the Store 24 located at 509 Cambridge Street fell victim to a couple of robberies.

The first occurred last Wednesday shortly after 6 p.m. and no weapon was shown. The store clerk told police that while he was talking to another store employee who was off-duty, a white male walked behind the counter wearing a stocking over his face. He then ordered the clerk to stay still and motioned to him that he had a gun. However, the gun was never shown to the clerk. The suspect then took the money out of the register and fled on foot toward Binger Park in Allston.

The suspect in this robbery was described by employees as a white male, 5'10" and with a stocky build, and wearing a white jacket and pants with a white baseball cap.

The second robbery took place early the next morning a little before 1 a.m. This time the suspect was armed with a 9mm black handgun. He pushed the store clerk to the floor and said, "Don't move or I'll shoot."

The suspect took $60 in cash out of the register and ran out of the store in an unknown direction with the clerk still lying on the floor.

This suspect was described as a white male in his 20s, 6'1" and wearing black pants, a tan work jacket and a Halloween mask.

Police searched the area but were unable to locate either suspect.

The other suspect showed him a knife and ordered the clerk to stay still and motioned after being struck down with a baseball bat and robbed at knifepoint last Tuesday evening.

The victim told police that as he was crossing the street at 1430 Commonwealth Avenue last Tuesday afternoon.

The suspect then reached into the victim's jacket pocket and took $20 in cash out. The suspect fled inbound on Commonwealth Avenue.

The suspect was described as around 35, 6'1" and weighing about 175 pounds with a mustache and a medium build.

Batting around on Warren Street

A Brighton man refused medical attention after being struck down with a baseball bat and robbed at knifepoint last Tuesday evening.

The victim told police that as he was walking to the rear of 126 Warren Street at 7:10 p.m. two black males came up and one man threw him on the ground and hit him with a baseball bat on his right shoulder. The other suspect showed him a knife and took $7 in cash. Both suspects fled on foot from the location and police were unable to locate either suspect.

Continued on page 11
Police

Continued from page 10

More knife play

The variety store located at 150 North Beacon Street was held up Saturday night by a black man wielding a long knife. The store clerk told police that the suspect came into the store, jumped over the counter and cut the phone cord with the knife. He then put the knife up to the throat of the clerk and demanded all the money in the register. The clerk opened the drawer and the suspect took $75 in cash out. The suspect fled the scene toward Market Street.

Woman mugged at home

A 55 year-old woman was beaten and robbed of her purse last Wednesday as she was opening the front door of her Colborne Road apartment building. As she started to walk into the building, the victim was struck from behind by two black males who then slashed her left hand and grabbed her pocketbook. The suspects then fled the scene toward Commonwealth Avenue.

The victim refused any medical attention and was unable to give a detailed description of the perpetrators to police.

Sean’s stuck up

Sean’s Variety Store at 172 Brighton Avenue fell victim to an armed robbery last Thursday evening. The masked suspect entered the store around 5 p.m. and came behind the counter, cut the phone cord with a knife and took $50 in cash from the register.

The suspect fled the store on foot down Brighton Avenue. The store clerk was unharmed in the robbery.

Stabbing result of roommates’ squabble

Police arrested an Allston man for stabbing his room-

mit Saturday evening.

Police arrived on the scene to find the victim on the floor of the kitchen with a knife wound to his lower left back area. An ambulance was called and he was transported to Beth Israel Hospital for treatment.

The suspect told police that the two had been in an argument in the rear hall off of the kitchen when the stabbing took place. No blood was found on the weapon because the suspect allegedly washed the knife before police arrived. However, blood was found on the rear hallway floor and the suspect also had blood on his clothing.

The other two roommates in the apartment told police that the victims were not any old acquaintances and were not injured or assaulted with a deadly weapon.

— compiled by Wendy Bonta
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The variety store located at 150 North Beacon Street was held up Saturday night by a black man wielding a long knife. The store clerk told police that the suspect came into the store, jumped over the counter and cut the phone cord with the knife. He then put the knife up to the throat of the clerk and demanded all the money in the register. The clerk opened the drawer and the suspect took $75 in cash out. The suspect fled the scene toward Market Street.

Woman mugged at home

A 55 year-old woman was beaten and robbed of her purse last Wednesday as she was opening the front door of her Colborne Road apartment building. As she started to walk into the building, the victim was struck from behind by two black males who then slashed her left hand and grabbed her pocketbook. The suspects then fled the scene toward Commonwealth Avenue.

The victim refused any medical attention and was unable to give a detailed description of the perpetrators to police.

Sean’s stuck up

Sean’s Variety Store at 172 Brighton Avenue fell victim to an armed robbery last Thursday evening. The masked suspect entered the store around 5 p.m. and came behind the counter, cut the phone cord with a knife and took $50 in cash from the register.

The suspect fled the store on foot down Brighton Avenue. The store clerk was unharmed in the robbery.

Stabbing result of roommates’ squabble

Police arrested an Allston man for stabbing his room-

Police Community Meeting Dec. 10

A police/community meeting will be held on Dec. 10 at 7:30 p.m., at the District 14 Police Station at 301 Washington Street. Lieutenant Kevin Foley of the Anti-Gang Violence Unit has been tapped as guest speaker. The public is invited to attend.

ANALYSIS

Use it or lose it

Continued from page 1

organization is doing just fine, thank you very much. So, there is no need for a meeting. "Why fix something that isn’t broken," they say.

But, something is broken. The spirit of the members who really want to do what’s best for the community. All they want is a chance to talk about the problems in the organization. Unfortunately, the leaders refuse to believe there are any problems. That’s their first mistake.

Their second mistake is deciding to hold an organizational meeting at the home of one of the leaders. Rumor has it that these three wise people don’t want the Journal at the meeting. Or, to be more precise, they don’t want me at the meeting. Imagine a community civic organization, formed to do what’s best for the general public, holding private meetings. Must be they’re afraid of the truth.

If they have nothing to hide, and if everything is as great as they say, then why don’t they want me to know about it? If they’re really as forthright and honest as they claim, then they shouldn’t have any secrets. And they definitely should allow reporters to cover the meeting. However, I won’t be waiting by my telephone for an invitation.

It’s kind of ironic that the leaders of these so-called community groups can dish it out and criticize everyone from the mayor to their own members, but cry foul when anybody has the audacity to criticize them. And it’s the same with the leaders of the LUCK Neighborhood Association. Always testing the benefits of a one-family neighborhood. No two or three family houses in our neighborhood, no sirree, bob. No convenience stores that serve muffins, no unwanted structures on city parkland.

But, lo and behold, when we checked with the city’s Inspectional Services Department, we discovered that one of LUCK’s leaders, has a petition to have her one-family house confirmed as a two-family. But, since 1959, the house has always been classified as a one-family with one electric meter and one gas meter. And it has always been taxed as a one-family house.

I guess I just don’t understand how someone can claim to stand up for the wishes of the neighborhood, while secretly maneuvering to cut a deal that would benefit only that person while violating the trust of an entire organization.

And lest you think that the leaders of the Allston Civic Association (ACA) can do no wrong, read on MacDuff. Seems that over the past several months, leadership and membership have disagreed on some pretty important issues. That’s not wrong in itself — that’s democracy.

However, in the past, when the ACA has supported various projects, leadership would send a letter, confirming that support, to the appropriate city agency. Again, a testament to good old fashioned democracy.

But, here’s the rub.

Continued on page 34

HOLIDAYS ACOMING

Dollhouse Treasures

Discover the Fascinating Hobby of Dollhouse Decorating for Children and Adults

- Dollhouses • Lighting
- Wallpaper, Rugs • Lumber Yard
- Furniture • Accessories

Fun Filled Programs

"Come Browse"!

617-380-7532

832 Washington St., So. Braintree

HOLIDAY PARTY HEADQUARTERS

The Best Selection At The Best Prices

For All Your Party Needs

Christmas • New Years

Birthdays • Anniversaries

254-6400

572 Washington St. • Brighton

HOURS: Mon-Wed 8-8:00 Thurs-8:30 Fri-Sat 9:30-3:00

VISIT OUR WHOLESALE CASH & CARRY OUTLET

BROOKLINE BAG & PAPER CO.

CASE TOLL WARES SAVINGS

GROUPS & ORGANIZATIONS WELCOME

CASE TOILET TISSUES

QUANTITIES LIMITED

254-6400

HOLIDAY GREETINGS

SULLIVAN FUNERAL HOME

35 Henhaw Street

Brighton, Ma. 02135

782-2100

110

T.H. McVEY MONUMENTS

(Ext. 1965)

- MONUMENTS
- MARKERS
- EXPERTS
- CREMATORY
- LETTERING

(Adjacent Arsenal Mall Garage)

662 ARSENAL ST., WATERTOWN

923-8866

J.S. Waterman & Sons

Affiliated Family Funeral Homes

Eastman-Waring

Burr & James (93-J., Pres.

Limited family-centered service to all faiths, nationalities and financial circumstances.

Experienced, reliable friend and advisor for nearly 160 years.

BOSTON - (617) 235-4110

495 Commonwealth Ave., Kenmore Square - junction of Commonwealth Ave. & Beacon St.

opposite Brookline Ave.

Wellesley - (617) 235-4110

520 Washington St. (Rt. 18) next to Wellesley Inn

Parking Area

For Pre-Arrangement Consultation Dial TOLL FREE +900-344-535

CREMATION SERVICE AVAILABLE

J.S. Waterman & Sons
Genzyme, we hardly knew ye

The words are right on the tips of wagging tongues in the Allston-Brighton community: "Genzyme, we hardly knew ye."

And, judging from the seemingly interminable goings-on involving the Massachusetts Turnpike Authority (MTA), Conrail, the Boston Redevelopment Authority (BRA), Genzyme, and, yes, even former mayor of the City of Boston Kevin White’s son, Mark, to move, but no one has offered any alternative sites. In addition, Conrail is pressuring the state for "double-stack" clearance — the state would fund the cost of removing bridges that prevent double-stack containers from entering or leaving the city.

Seems that Conrail wants the state to level the playing field, considering its recent decision to clear the tracks to Fort Devens, benefiting Canadian Pacific, one of Conrail’s competitors.

In Conrail’s refusal to move from Allston-Landing a play to force the state to remove the bridges? Both Barthwell and Boston Redevelopment Authority Director, Paul Barrett, say no.

Barrett blames MassPike for holding up Conrail’s relocation. "The state knows that Genzyme will remain in Massachusetts," Barrett said. "And the Weld Administration wants Conrail’s case for Worcester or Allston Landing. The benefits to the state will be the same."

But Barrett places most of the blame on the Turnpike Authority and its head honcho, Alan McKinnon. In recent weeks, Barrett and McKinnon have been trading barbs over McKinnon requesting a meeting to discuss Conrail’s relocation to the 95-acre Cumberland Farms site in Westborough. The site, bounded by the turnpike, Rte. 495, and Flanders Road in Westborough, is adjacent to the existing Conrail facility in that community and has a rail spur from the Conrail mainline already on the site. In short, Barrett said, it is an ideal site.

"But, McKinnon refuses to meet with me," said Barrett. "He wrote and said his staff was working on the problem and suggested I meet with those people. But, I’m going to insist that McKinnon meet with me. I’m the director of the BRA and I want to meet with the chairman of the Turnpike Authority, not his staff."

However, Pam Wessling of the Turnpike Authority, said McKinnon is just following Authority protocol, not just refusing to meet with Barrett. "We have certain department heads who know more about certain areas than others and the chairman doesn’t get involved until a decision needs to be made," she said. "But we always brief him on the status of all projects."

Wessling also said she appreciated the BRA’s help in identifying possible locations for Conrail, but added that the

Westborough site identified by Barrett, had been talked about early on, but rejected by Conrail as inappropriate for its corporate headquarters.

Conrail spokesman Jack Barthwell has consistently said everyone should move, Mark, to move, but no one has offered any alternative sites. In addition, Conrail is pressuring the state for "double-stack" clearance — the state would fund the cost of removing bridges that prevent double-stack containers from entering or leaving the city.

Seems that Conrail wants the state to level the playing field, considering its recent decision to clear the tracks to Fort Devens, benefiting Canadian Pacific, one of Conrail’s competitors.

In Conrail’s refusal to move from Allston-Landing a play to force the state to remove the bridges? Both Barthwell and Boston Redevelopment Authority Director, Paul Barrett, say no.

Barrett blames MassPike for holding up Conrail’s relocation. "The state knows that Genzyme will remain in Massachusetts," Barrett said. "And the Weld Administration wants Conrail’s case for Worcester or Allston Landing. The benefits to the state will be the same."

But Barrett places most of the blame on the Turnpike Authority and its head honcho, Alan McKinnon. In recent weeks, Barrett and McKinnon have been trading barbs over McKinnon requesting a meeting to discuss Conrail’s relocation to the 95-acre Cumberland Farms site in Westborough. The site, bounded by the turnpike, Rte. 495, and Flanders Road in Westborough, is adjacent to the existing Conrail facility in that community and has a rail spur from the Conrail mainline already on the site. In short, Barrett said, it is an ideal site.

"But, McKinnon refuses to meet with me," said Barrett. "He wrote and said his staff was working on the problem and suggested I meet with those people. But, I’m going to insist that McKinnon meet with me. I’m the director of the BRA and I want to meet with the chairman of the Turnpike Authority, not his staff."

However, Pam Wessling of the Turnpike Authority, said McKinnon is just following Authority protocol, not just refusing to meet with Barrett. "We have certain department heads who know more about certain areas than others and the chairman doesn’t get involved until a decision needs to be made," she said. "But we always brief him on the status of all projects."

Wessling also said she appreciated the BRA’s help in identifying possible locations for Conrail, but added that the

Down for the count

To the letter

On another front, Barrett said he has written to Boston College President, Father Donald J. Monan, requesting that the university pursue creative solutions to increase student housing opportunities.

Barrett said although the construction of dormitories on the college’s lower campus and the addition of 750 new student beds will decrease the number of students living in the A-B community, more needs to be done about the problem.

"Your long range plan suggests that the next dormitory project is scheduled until 1996 or 1997," Barrett told Monan. "But student housing is the primary community issue facing Boston’s universities, [and] your efforts [to develop more student housing] will benefit the entire Allston-Brighton community."

Barrett said one way for the college to get the students out of the community would be to purchase available buildings on B.C.’s side of Commonwealth Avenue (from Newton down to Cleveland Circle) and convert them to student dormitories.

"This plan would allow Boston College to bring its students into the controlled environment of university-owned residences and provide relief from the current density of off-campus student living within the core of the residential community," Barrett said. "I am looking forward to working with Boston College to develop such a plan."
Franciscan Hospital Xmas Toy Drive
Its the Second Annual Toy Drive to benefit the children at the Franciscan Children's Hospital & Rehabilitation Center, N.E.'s largest pediatric rehabilitation facility and sponsored by the Franciscan Hospital. The children range in age from several months to approximately 20 years old. Want details on acceptable toys for the children and need to know the drop-off center nearest you? Why, then, call 254-3800, ext. 5671. Toys may be donated through Dec. 21.

Franklin Zoo Festival of Lights
Beginning Thursday, Dec. 10 (today), the Commonwealth Zoological Corporation (CZC), in cooperation with Boston Edison, is proud to present the First Annual Holiday Festival of Lights at the Franklin Park Zoo in Boston. Electric elephants, glowing gorillas and many other magical displays will light up the night around the zoo and thousands of sparkling lights will decorate buildings and trees on the grounds transforming the zoo into a true winter wonderland.

And there will be dinner — something for every appetite. Plus there's a gift shop where you’ll be able to find something for even the hardiest to please.

Admission is $3 and kids 4-12 get in for just $2. An admission ticket also qualifies you to enter a holiday grand prize giveaway of a family trip for four to Orlando, Florida. Airfare for the trip has been donated by American Airlines.

All proceeds benefit The Home's children and families.

The festival runs nightly from 5-9 p.m. through Sunday, Jan. 3. Call 442-2002 for info.

Harvest Co-op Recycling Center
The Harvest Co-operative Supermarket's Allston store, at 449 Cambridge St., is accepting HDPE #1 & #2 plastic jugs, clear, green and brown glass bottles or jars and metal food and beverage cans (tin, aluminum, bi-metal and steel) at the recycling center located in the rear parking lot of the store.

Plastic shopping bags with a 2 printed inside the recycling symbol and aseptic packages Guice boxes) may be recycled in the appropriate bins at the front of the store. Not in the parking lot, please.

Store and recycling hours are Monday through Saturday, 9 a.m. to 10 p.m. and Sundays, noon to 9 p.m. The recycling center is run by the Boston Public Works Department and is only one aspect of the store's effort to conserve resources and reduce solid waste.

N.E. Home for Little Wanderers “Winter Wonderland”
This holiday season, Marketplace Center (adjacent to Faneuil Hall downtown) will again host the New England Home for Little Wanderers’ skating rink. Nancy Kerrigan, 1992 Olympi- Fire Skate Medalist is the honorary chairperson for the rink and will attend the grand opening, Saturday, Nov. 28. All proceeds benefit The Home’s children and families. For rink hours and info, call The Home at 783-7070.

ALL BAD
Allston Brighton Against Drugs is sponsoring a teen theater program for all Allston-Brighton teens ages 13-16. The group meets every Thursday at 3 p.m. at the West End House, 105 Allston St. For more information call Michael Bourg at 782-6041.

Bay State Ice Skating School
Ice skating lessons for children, age 5 and older, and adults at local MDC rinks begin mid-November. Cost is $59 for children and $70 for adults, for a 7-week series. To register for fall classes, call Bay State Ice Skating School at 965-4460.

Using your bean
Wanna make the perfect cup of java — well, then, you’d better attend “In Search of The Ultimate Cup,” bean to brew coffee seminars presented by The Coffee Connection.

Katherine Gibbs Holiday Reunion
Thursday, Dec. 10, from 5:30-7:30 p.m., the
SHOP A-B
Maximum value at Minihane’s

Santa is already checking his list the for the second time. What about you?
If you need rum for the eggnog, poinsettas for the windowsill, a television to watch the Yuletide logs burn into the night, or fruitcakes for the relatives, there is no need to step outside the Allston-Brighton boundary. It’s all here.

The mainstay of Brighton Center, Minihane’s Flower Shop, at 425 Washington St, “has everything to decorate

Continued on page 15

Come Skate With Us!

Rink Skating
Saturday 2:30-4:00 PM (All Ages)
Tuesday 8:30-10:45 PM (Adults)

Noon Figure/Exercise Skate
Monday - Friday 11:55 AM-12:55 PM (All Ages)
Adults $5 Children $3 Week pass for noon skate $20

Birthday Parties!
Delight your youngest with a birthday party at the Skating Club. Rent our Birthday Party Room for a Saturday celebration and then treat your guests to ice skating. Call for details.

Join Us For Ice Chips!
Gift certificates are now available for our show of stars led by Paul Wylie. April 30, May 1 and 2. Give $12 certificates as holiday presents to the skating fans in your family. Starting in February the certificates may be redeemed for tickets to Ice Chips.

The Skating Club of Boston
1240 Soldiers Field Road
Brighton
782-5900

HOW TO CHOOSE A VCR WITH YOUR EYES CLOSED

Ask to Hear a ZENITH VHS Hi-Fi VCR.

When it comes to buying a VCR, the most important difference may be the one you can’t see. Zenith Hi-Fi VCRs deliver rich, fine-quality stereo sound with a dynamic range that approaches compact disc quality. Matched with a Zenith stereo television, the hi-fi VCR takes the home movie experience to new heights. You’ll find all Zenith VCRs easy to program too, with a new on-screen menu featuring “Plain English” questions like “What time does program start?”

Ask to see and hear the Zenith Hi-Fi VCR of your choice today.

"We Service What We Sell"
REED TV & VIDEO
364 Washington St. Brighton Center 254-5800
Continued from page 14

your home with and your Christmas tree,” said Janet Minihane.

For the creative, the store sells roping for railings, ribbons in all textures and patterns, boxwood trees to deco­rate, pine cones, and “other natural things people can decorate with,” said Minihane.

The store sells Christmas trees, wreaths ranging from 15 inches to 85 inches, mistletoe, and all the holiday flowering plants — including cyclamen, azaleas, gloxias, Christmas cactus, and pin cushion santas.

And, stressed Minihane, “it’s not just a flower shop.” The store sells cars, tree ornaments, children’s books, candles, and lots more.

Pure heaven at Daniel’s bakery

For desserts, breads, and all the rest of the mandatory holiday baked goods, Daniel’s at 395 Washington St., is an excellent choice.

Everything in the bakery is made from fresh ingredients, with no additives or preservatives. Everything is made from scratch and nothing is frozen.

“We use nothing but the best ingredients we can get,” said Daniel’s owner Marty Handalian.

Handalian recommends everything, of course, but he describes the German stollen, as the “ultimate coffee cake,” the English plum pudding, and his fruitcake, made from fruit imported from the Midwest, which he modestly describes as “the best in the world.”

 Asked how he knows it is, he quickly replied, “I just know it is.”

Daniel’s sells all kinds of holiday cookies, gingerbread sleighs and houses. “We play a lot here,” said Handalian.

Always a party at Marty’s

Marty’s Liquors on Harvard and Commonwealth Avenues in Allston will open at noon every Sunday from now until after the new year and there will be “well over one­ hundred fine champagnes on sale throughout December,” said owner Marty Siegal.

What he is most proud of is that the store, with its gourmet food section and deli counter, is a one-stop holiday gift center for the holidays,” said Gomes.

Blanchard’s is having a sale on Wednesday on fine wines, single malt liquors, scotches and cognacs and said Gomes, there are always sales on items across the board.

There are always weekly beer sales as well, said Gomes and the store has one of the largest selections of kegged beer. “It’s broken down to the store by hours and there are always sales on items across the board.”

But he didn’t forget his customers, to whom he said he wishes “happy holidays.”

A Good Reed on TV

Reed T.V. and Radio Company at 364 Washington St. has been selling and repairing televisions for 39 years, so they have gotten quite good at it by now.

On sale at the store are Zenith VCRs and televisions, and Hitachi boom boxes. So you can watch Rudolph and the Yeuletide log or tape it if you miss it and listen to your favorite holiday jingles.

Reed owner Alan Rogovin wishes everyone a happy holiday.

Now, stressed Minihane, “it is.”

Good sports all at the Depot

Speaking of televisions, the Sports Depot at 353 Cambridge St. in Allston has 50 of them and three satellite dishes. The sports theme family restaurant has got “tons of stuff” planned for the holidays according to manager Tom Flood.

Sports Depot serves everything from sandwiches to prime rib and seafood while showing “multi-multi sporting events,” said Flood.

As always they serve brunch on Sundays from 9:30 to 12:30, all you can eat for $5.95 and there will be a special “recovery brunch” on New Year’s Day from 11:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. where the hangover can catch the football and have brunch.

There are specials, and contests, and deals every night of the week — so stop by and check it out.

Get Results Advertise in the Journal Newspapers 254-0334
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Generally un-Distinguished

Toned down Eddie Murphy fails to spark The Distinguished Gentleman

By Suzanne Siegel

There's this small-time con artist, see? And he's got almost the same name as this Congressman, right? And the Congressman, Jeff Johnson, (James Gammon) drops dead while doing the wild thing on his desk with his administrative aide, just in time for re-election. In comes Thomas JEFF-ferson Johnson, (Eddie Murphy), who seizes his name onto the ballot and runs a campaign based purely on name recognition. And low (comedy) and behold, he lands a seat in the U.S. Congress.

No, Eddie Murphy's latest screen effort, The Distinguished Gentleman is not believable, but it's actually kind of creative — the idea of a street hustler from Florida using his wiles to get elected, and then once there, raking in loads of money from PACs and lobbyists — without doing anything illegal. So while the premise is fresh, and the movie isn't (the only flesh we see is in the aforementioned desk scene), Murphy's humor is getting a bit stale. It's become disappointingly easy to predict when he is going to flash that trademark Murphy silly smile and emit his signature ear-splitting laugh.

On the positive side, the political commentary portion of the movie actually makes the viewer think about what is wrong with the second pillar of our government. Though, of course, exaggerated, it points to governmental deficiencies by showing Murphy's character arrive from a place totally different to, yet in many ways similar to the place from which he left.

Oh, thy name is corruption. Murphy is attracted to Washington because it is corrupt and because it's where the money is, and for the first part of the movie, he's content just collecting pay-offs and fattening his bankroll. But it can't keep going like this, can it? Nope, we need an ethical conflict followed by an epiphany. The conflict comes in the form of a little girl with cancer possibly caused by the power lines running by her home in Jefferson's Florida district; and his moral turnaround is initiated by the adorable Celia Kirby (Victoria Rowell), a do-good political activist who serves as Murphy's conscience.

Hence, comes the conflict that is a part of any movie worth the celluloid. Ethical conflicts arise and the freshman congressman from Florida has got some choices to make. But pitted against him are the stodgy old powers-that-be in Congress, and his own desire for the cash flow.

You won't have to guess which path Murphy's character chose, because, of course, it's obvious, but still there is a bit more intellect to this movie than most of Murphy's films, and while that is a welcome change, the movie lacks a fair share of the typical Murphy edge. Either way, The Distinguished Gentleman isn't Oscar material, or even on the same level as some episodes of The Jeffersons, but it's not that bad a movie. Heck, you might even like it. But, be advised, this Eddie Murphy is not the one we knew and loved in 48 Hours.

Rated R at the Cinema 57 and suburban theaters.

Movie Ratings —

Grin and bear it: There's little of the charm of the old Eddie Murphy in The Distinguished Gentleman, but you'll still get an eyeful of his pearly whites.

LUGGAGE DISTRIBUTORS
26 PROVINCE ST. • DOWNTOWN BOSTON • THE LARGEST SELECTION ANYWHERE 742-4400

* FREE PARKING ACROSS THE STREET @ 45 PROVINCE STREET GARAGE
* All Day Sunday or One Hour with any purchase of $50 or more.

SAVE 40% ON ESTEEM™ LUGGAGE
From Samsonite®

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suggested Retail Price</th>
<th>SALE PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$195</td>
<td>$116.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$195</td>
<td>$116.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$240</td>
<td>$143.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$270</td>
<td>$161.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$300</td>
<td>$179.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$150</td>
<td>$89.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$210</td>
<td>$125.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$255</td>
<td>$152.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HOLIDAY STORE HOURS • Monday through Friday 9am to 8pm • Saturday 9am to 6pm • Sunday noon to 6pm

Rich Tapestry Fabric accented with 24kt. gold electroplate jewel-tone accessories. Designed by women, with features for women, and tested by women.

AUTHORIZED REPAIR CENTER for most major luggage manufacturers. Repair & monogramming done on premises.
SHOWTIME

Not all it's Crack'ed up to be

Boston Ballet's *The Nutcracker* fails to inspire flights of fancy

By Linda Rosenrance

Wooden and lifeless. Boston Ballet's 29th season production of *The Nutcracker* is as wooden and as lifeless as young Clara's toy nutcracker (who comes to life in the person of Karl Connor).

There is no sparkle, no excitement, no magic. Not even when the 16 foot Christmas tree "magically" grows to its final 45 foot height, "right before our eyes." The only sparkle in the entire production comes from the hundreds of twinkling lights on the tree as well as the miniature bulbs hidden within *The Nutcracker's* shimmering fairytale scenery.

And it is only the breathtaking scenery combined with the Tchaikovsky's magnificent score, and Brooke's "Sarah Lamb (the plays Clara and provides some rare magic) that makes this production at least bearable. The dancers are flat, like one-dimensional cardboard cutouts. Their mechanical movements lack intensity. False smiles pasted on heavily made-up faces indicate the true labor of love — merely a laborious production. Not even the angels and polichinelles can save the otherwise lackluster *Nutcracker*. Their mechanical movements lack intensity. False smiles pasted on heavily made-up faces indicate the true labor of love — merely a laborious production. Not even the smiles pasted on heavily made-up faces indicate the true labor of love — merely a laborious production. Not even the shoes of a man seated somewhere in the orchestra section.

All in all, the 100th worldwide anniversary of *The Nutcracker* as represented in this performance is disappointing. My advice is to either wait for the Baryshnikoff version on the telly or light a fue (only if you have a fireplace, of course), pop *The Nutcracker* disc on the CD player, sit back, read E.T.A. Hoffman's tale, *The Nutcracker* and the Mouse King, and create your own fantasy.

Then, if you fall asleep, you won't be embarrassed.

---

**BALLEI**

Footloose and fancy free: Polichinelles on the move in a largely unmoving *The Nutcracker*.

---

**ANIMAL PORTRAITS**

**DRAWINGS • PAINTINGS**

* Have your pet's portrait drawn or painted.

* Also available, paintings or drawings of wildlife.

* Please call for a list of prices and sizes.

617.782.6369

---

**AMVETS THRIFT STORE**

HAS SOMETHING FOR RYONE!

80 BRIGHTON AVE, ALLSTON

For free pick-up on your tax deductible donation, call us at:

562-0720

1000's of items added daily!

---

**Boston Ballet's *The Nutcracker* — through Jan. 3, 1993**

The Wang Center for the Performing Arts

270 Tremont St. Boston

For tickets, call Ticketmaster at 931-ARTS (1-800-705-2797). December 6, 8, 12, 13, 19, 20, 27, 28, 29, 30, at 2p.m.

The New England Hall

225 Clarendon Street, boston

Tickets $8.50 (s/o $5.00) $5.00

UPOCMING AUDITIONS DEC 7-8 FOR ALADDIN

WINTER & SPRING CLASSES

617-424-6634

---

**Boston Children's Theatre**

Presents

Cinderella

Music by Richard Rodgers. Book and Lyrics by Oscar Hammerstein II

December 6, 8, 12, 13, 19, 20, 27, 28, 29, 30, at 2p.m.

The New England Hall

225 Clarendon Street, boston

Tickets $8.50 (s/o $5.00) $5.00

UPCOMING AUDITIONS DEC 7-8 FOR ALADDIN

WINTER & SPRING CLASSES

617-424-6634

---

**DISCOVER**

"BOSTON'S BEST VALUE!"

**The MILNER HOTEL**

Newly renovated rooms for rent, starting at $35 Free full breakfast • Low weekly rate also available • Conveniently located near public transportation, downtown restaurants, and theater district.

CALL TONIGHT TO RESERVE YOUR ROOM!

426-6220 • 1-800-453-1731

---

**from here to maternity**

"Best of Boston"

New Sophisticated Clothing Arriving Daily

Special Occasions

Dress Rentals For the Holidays

1691 Mass. Ave. Cambridge 354-2748

M-F 10-4, Th 10-8

Sat. 10-5, Sun. 12-5

---

**50% OFF FRAMES**

with complete pair of glasses only.

* Large Selection Of Designer And Fashion Eyewear From "Lagos - Marsh" • "Zena - Minn" • Christian Dior

* The Latest In Lenses Technologies Available

* Certified ZEISS Optician Of Grade HS Progressive Lenses

* Eyewear For Sports & Recreation

* Ultra Lifestyle Lenses

* U V Protection

* Anti Reflective Coatings

* Special Coatings Upon Request

OPEN: Mon-Fri 9AM-5PM (Tues till7PM) • Saturday 11AM-3PM

Massachusetts

Eye and Ear

Inflammatory

243 Charles Street

573-3183

For eye exam apply, contact: 573-3203

Easily accessible at the Charles Street Station on the Red Line. Validated Parking.
SPECTACULAR  
STAINLESS SET  
SALE! from ...  
REED & BARTON  

"Cuisine" 18/8 Stainless  

44 pc. SERVICE for EIGHT*  
Mfg. Sugg. Retail: $245.00 Sale Price ... $109.95  

*44 pc. SET INCLUDES  
-8 pc. place settings  
-4- Serving pieces  

CHECK OUR LOW PRICES ON REED & BARTON STERLING, SILVERPLATE & LUXURY STAINLESS.  

SALE ENDS DEC.30, 1992 — ALLOW 2 WEEKS DELIVERY  
Gold accent patterns are available, please call for price.  
POSTAGE NOT INCLUDED—MA. RESIDENTS ADD 5% SALES TAX  

Joseph T. Place & Son, Inc.  
333 Washington Street, Suite 627 • Boston  
(617) 523-1143 (617) 523-1154  
Place of Boston, Inc.  
238 Highland Avenue, Rte. 128, Exit 19A • Needham  
(617) 449-8377
EVERYTHING MUST GO!

BONWIT TELLERS LEASED COAT DEPARTMENT WHICH INCLUDES FURS, LEATHERS, WINTER COATS HAS JUST REDUCED THEIR PRICES SIGNIFICANTLY!

SAVE NO LESS THAN 40% TO 60% AND EVEN MORE!

The following is just a sampling of the fabulous

FURS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>VALUES TO</th>
<th>SALE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MINK COATS</td>
<td>$3,995</td>
<td>$1,499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINK COATS/FOX TRIM</td>
<td>$6,500</td>
<td>$1,999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEMALE MINK COATS</td>
<td>$9,000</td>
<td>$2,999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESIGNER MINK COATS</td>
<td>$10,000</td>
<td>$3,995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEAVER COATS</td>
<td>$5,000</td>
<td>$2,999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COYOTE COATS</td>
<td>$4,000</td>
<td>$1,699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STONE MARTIN COATS</td>
<td>$15,000</td>
<td>$6,999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOX COATS</td>
<td>$5,000</td>
<td>$1,999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SABLE COATS</td>
<td>$100,000</td>
<td>$29,999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FISHER COATS</td>
<td>$14,000</td>
<td>$6,999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUSSIAN LYNX</td>
<td>$65,000</td>
<td>$12,999</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LEATHERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>VALUES TO</th>
<th>SALE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LEATHER COATS</td>
<td>$400</td>
<td>$209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUXURY LEATHER COATS</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
<td>$599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEATHER BOMBERS</td>
<td>$225</td>
<td>$109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEATHER JACKETS</td>
<td>$400</td>
<td>$229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEATHER PANTCOATS</td>
<td>$400</td>
<td>$249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOOL COATS</td>
<td>$350</td>
<td>$175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOX TRIM WOOL COATS</td>
<td>$600</td>
<td>$279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESIGNER WOOL COATS</td>
<td>$400</td>
<td>$199</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

500 Boylston Street • Boston
Shop Mon.-Fri. 10-7, Sat. 10-6, Sun 12-5
COUNSELING
Individual & Group
Sliding Scale Fee Available
Kris L. Lechle, MSW
Specializing in
Victims of Abuse
Parenting Groups
Trauma Victims
For Additional Information
Call • 738-5551
167 Corey Road, Brookline

CARMEL
MOVING & STORAGE INC
LOWEST RATES IN TOWN
Free Estimates • 7 Days a Week
Free Box Delivery • 24 Hours
We Make Moving Easy!
1-800-287-2042
MOTUS2000

SHOWTIME
No Loose truce for sexes
Plus Back to school for Scandal and Bedford waxes
sonnet-ic
By Beverly Creasy

Be it in the '90s or the '70s — the 1770s, that is — men and women will always do battle. It comes with the territory, or lack of it. In Theresa Rebeck's fast paced roundelay, Loose Knit, five liberated ladies meet weekly, not as you might guess for consciousness raising but for sweater knitting, believe it or not...until their tightly woven "sisterly" bonds unravel—at the intrusion of, you guessed it: men.

In the 1777 masterpiece, The School For Scandal, men and women both plot to undo their neighbors' marriages.

In Loose Knit, playing at Brandeis' Spingold Theater in Waltham, Liz and Lily are sisters, like night is sister to day: Streetsmart Liz is sleeping with trenchy sweet Lily's husband, Bob. The other members of the clique, a therapist, a lawyer and a carefree, think Bob as "ideal" husband. Lily, the Laura Ashley-laces-and-pearls sister keeps fixing up her dateless friends with an obnoxious rich bachelor whom Lily thinks is divine. He's not. They hate him, to put it mildly. He writes everything they say down in a little notebook. And then tells it all to Lily.

The dialogue is saucy and smart. The characters karom into each other's lives like the chess theory scientists use to explain the Big Bang. Rebeck's writing is hip, acerbic and not a little unkind to the opposite sex.

A kiss is just a kiss; for Noel Bendersch and Karen Woodward in School for Scandal, it is since the duo are lovebirds. Tweet, tweet.

The lawyer who comes unglued, Edward Vassallo is frighteningly convincing as the cocksure bachelor and Wayne Bailey is deliciously sleazy as the two-time spineless husband.

Back to School...
Go back a few centuries to 1777 and Richard Brinsley Sheridan offers a note of warning in the battle of the sexes with The School for Scandal. Actually it's more like a college, according to Lady Teasle, as the character assassinations approach graduate level.

Sheridan's comedy of manners (all bad) allines Lady Sneerwell (never has a character been so aptly named) with the conning Joseph Surface (so the surface, he appears quite "moral"). They're teamed with a sniveling character named Snake and gossips like Mrs. Crabtree and Sir Benjamin Backbite: together they wreak havoc on the social set.

Slander and innuendo are their weapons and wrecked marriages, their reward.

In particular, the sinister Joseph Surface wants to cheat his brother out of an inheritance and a fiancée, and the foolish Sir Peter out of a wife. He's the master of manipulation...until his uncle, Sir Oliver, returns to England to "test" the two brothers and "expose hypocrisy."

Melissa Wentworth's enchanting production gives us the malicious wit for which Sheridan is famous and the fledgling Out of the Blue Theater Company offers up some remarkably sophisticated performances. Susan McConnell, as Lady Sneerwell, is as pursed as her lips in attitude. Michael McCarthy is a startlingly slimy Snake, with eyelids that match his character. Even his plush kilts. Vince D'Errico coozes charm from every pore as the two-faced Joseph Surface: he is he who has "the reputation of benevolence without ever incurring the expense."

The talented Jennifer Jones as the acid tongued Mrs. Candour loved the prating put of n'er-do-wells, including Diane McCarthy and Ed Yantis. Catherine Gibson gave a gem of a performance as the flirtatious young wife of the persnickety Sir Peter (Jack Wickwire). Of the good

THEATRE
No Loose truce
Continued from page 20

guys, Glen Doyle excelled as Rowley and Noel Boulanger made a dashing Charles Surface. Richard McKenzie acted a wry Sir Oliver and Jim Loutzenhiser was hilarious as the hangdog servant, William. From Karen Woodward to Kevin LaVeille, the cast was a delight.

Bard news at Hasty Pudding
No one is more quoted on the subject of love than William Shakespeare and no one is more gifted in conveying the Bard's poetic language than Brian Bedford. The Lunatic, The Lover and The Poet is an evening of sonnets, speeches and history compiled and performed by Bedford himself at the Hasty Pudding Theater. He performed Jacques' Seven Ages of Man from As You Like It with great warmth and dignity; the uproarious "bad acting" of Bottom and Flute in A Midsummer Night's Dream with the skill of a master comedian and the exquisite pleasure of Romeo gazing at Juliet's window with the wonder of a moonstruck boy. Shakespeare's majestic language seemed to shine all the more taken out of context — perhaps because you hear the speeches without the burden of plot — like Hamlet's hilarious instructions to the actors in the "play within the play." Bedford just beamed.

But the evening's best moment was the snippet from Twelfth Night, when the door Malvolio falls prey to Sir Toby's prank and finds a counterfeit love letter astonishingly, addressed to him. Having seen Bedford as the cross-gartered, teddy-bear totin' steward once before, in Stratford, Ontario, it was doubly delightful to hear him chortle and see him strut, once again, as the pompous Malvolio. When he announced as Prospero, that "our revels now are ended," it was too soon.

Creasey's Choice
Getting Strand-ed in Spain

Mark your calendar for next weekend when the Ramon de los Reyes Spanish Dance Theatre comes to the Strand Theater. Dona Beatriz de Luna is the latest work choreographed by Clara Romaní (in photo) which explores the dances, music and customs of the Sephardic Jews in Spain. Renowned for its authentic interpretations of classical Spanish dance and flamenco, the Spanish Dance Theatre is matched by few companies for its intensity and passion. For performance dates and times, call 282-5230.

Great Leather. Great Price.
$179 and up

TANNERY WEST

The Atrium 527-9395
Copley Place 424-1410
Faneuil Hall Market 723-5934
Dining

Banana-r day

Banana peels may be for peafalls, but the banana itself is no joke: A creamy-textured, medium-size banana has only 105 calories and the barest trace of fat. What bananas provide is lots of potassium for stroke prevention. In fact, physicians often prescribe bananas as part of a regimen to lower blood pressure because this fruit is so high in potassium and magnesium. Bananas have also been used to combat certain types of diarrhea. They not only restore lost potassium but also add valuable fiber to help end the problem. Ironically, bananas can also ease constipation, thanks to their generous fiber content.

BANANA PANCAKES (4 servings)
1 1/3 cups whole-wheat flour
1/2 cup mashed bananas
2 egg whites
2 tablespoons real maple syrup
2 tablespoons all-fruit preserves
1/2 cup mashed bananas
1/2 teaspoon pure vanilla extract

In a medium bowl, sift together the flour and baking powder. Stir in the banana. In a small bowl, whisk together the milk, bananas, egg whites and maple syrup. Pour the milk mixture into the flour. Stir to combine, but do not overmix. Coat a well-seasoned cast-iron or non-stick frying pan with non-stick spray. Heat over medium-high heat. Add half of the oil. Spoon in 1/4 cup of the batter for each pancake. Cook until bubbles form on the top. Then flip and cook the other side for another minute. Transfer to a platter and keep warm.

Repeat with the remaining oil and butter. Transfer to the platter. Add the preserves to the frying pan. Stir to melt. Add the bananas and oranges. Heat for 2 minutes to 3 minutes, occasionally flipping the pieces with a spatula. Serve over the pancakes.

BANANA ICE MILK (4 servings)

In a blender, combine the bananas, yogurt, egg substitute and vanilla. Process until smooth. Add the remaining milk. Process until smooth. In a 1-qt saucepan, combine the water and apricots. Bring to a boil, then reduce the heat and simmer for 10 minutes or until the apricots are tender. Let cool. In a blender, combine the bananas, yogurt, egg substitute, egg whites and vanilla. Process until smooth. Add the apricots and process on medium speed until smooth. Pour into four goblets. Serve immediately or chill.

In a blender, puree the bananas with 1/2 cup of the milk, the honey, vanilla and cinnamon. With the motor running, slowly add the remaining milk. Process in an ice-cream maker or, if you don't have one, freeze the mixture in a shallow bowl. For the first 2 hours, stir or beat the mixture every 15 minutes to 20 minutes to break up ice crystals and to prevent it from freezing solid too fast. Then allow the mixture to set to the desired texture.

Under pressure

Although there is an yet no single diet to prevent or treat high blood pressure, studies have proven one very important point: Nutrition plays an integral role in controlling this very serious (but usually symptomless) disease. In fact, in one study, 29 percent of people with high blood pressure who changed their diet found they could control their hypertension without taking drugs.

The methods used in the study included a low-sodium diet, weight reduction, control of high blood pressure—some being controlled by eating less salt and drinking more fluids. That shouldn't be all that surprising since over 30 percent of people with high blood pressure who changed their diet found they could control their hypertension without taking drugs.

In a 1-quart saucepan, combine the water and apricots. Bring to a boil, then reduce the heat and simmer for 10 minutes or until the apricots are tender. Let cool. In a blender, combine the bananas, yogurt, egg substitute, egg whites and vanilla. Process until smooth. Add the apricots and process on medium speed until smooth. Pour into four goblets. Serve immediately or chill.

BANANA ICE MILK (4 servings)
1 banana, sliced
1 1/2 cups skim milk
2 tablespoons honey
1 teaspoon pure vanilla extract
1/8 teaspoon ground cinnamon

In a blender, puree the bananas with 1/2 cup of the milk, the honey, vanilla and cinnamon. With the motor running, slowly add the remaining milk. Process in an ice-cream maker or, if you don't have one, freeze the mixture in a shallow bowl. For the first 2 hours, stir or beat the mixture every 15 minutes to 20 minutes to break up ice crystals and to prevent it from freezing solid too fast. Then allow the mixture to set to the desired texture.

But the dietary measures to help control high blood pressure — a leading risk factor in heart disease and stroke — are not just a list of have-nots. Studies have shown that certain nutrients can be beneficial. High on the list is potassium.

A number of studies have linked low intake of potassium with high blood pressure. In fact, one study, from Temple University School of Medicine, found that when potassium was reduced in the diets of people with normal potassium, their blood pressure went up. Researchers speculate that low potassium intake may somehow prompt the body to hoard sodium.

Perhaps even more important, research shows, is the ratio of sodium to potassium in the body. Obviously, you want less of the first and more of the second. And you can achieve that naturally by eating more fresh foods.

High intakes of calcium are also linked to lower blood pressure. A study of 8,000 men found that those who drank milk were almost twice as likely to have high blood pressure as those who drank a quart or more a day.

Continued on page 23
Milk is a leading source of calcium. Increasing calcium in the diet, however, has had mixed results when it comes to helping to reduce high blood pressure. Some speculate that calcium works best for those who are salt sensitive. There is also some evidence that the fatty acids found in fish, which is believed to harden the heart, may also have an effect on blood pressure in some people.

Because hypertension is so closely related to heart disease, doctors advise those with high blood pressure to follow the diet guidelines established for a healthy heart — namely a low-fat, low-sodium diet.

In addition, those with high blood pressure should eat plenty of the high-potassium, low-sodium and high-calcium foods listed below:

Bananas; Apricots; Potatoes; Chestnuts; Spinach; Avocados; Brussels sprouts; Milk; Tofu; Prunes; Mushrooms; Fish; Cauliflower

### T-STOP PIZZERIA

232-7867

"WE HONOR ALL OUR COMPETITORS COUPONS"

FREE DELIVERY: 232-7867

700 WASHINGTON ST - BROOKLINE

BUY 2 Large Pizzas GET 1 FREE

### BUTECO RESTAURANT

Brazilian Cuisine

Lunch • Dinner • Take Out

130 Jewett Street

Pawtucket, RI

247-9508

### EL PHOENIX ROOM

Mexican Food

With This Ad Take 10% Off Entire Dinner (liquor excluded)

EAT Authentic Mexican Food

FEAST! Burritos, Tacos

Best Nachos in Town

Check Out The Specials

JANUARY $1.50 Entire Menu Available For Takeout

1430 Comm Ave Brighton

### CHRISTMAS PARTIES CATERING

HOME OR OFFICE

Hot & Cold Appetizers

Deli Platters

Fresh Rotisserie Turkey Platters

Roll Up Sandwich Platters

Event Catering

PHONE: 738-DELICATESSEN

### THE KELLS

Serving Lunch, Dinner & Sunday Branch

THE BEST PRICES IN TOWN

World's Finest Beef, Certified Angus Steaks

Roastbeef Chicken, Fresh Grilled Seafoods

Giant Sandwiches, Innovative Pasta Dishes, Ribas

Irish Lunch & Dinner Specials

Buy Menu All Day & Night

Serving Guinness, Harp and Bass Ale

On Tap

Entertainment

Thursday - D.J. Edgar

Friday & Sat. - Continuous Live Band Music / D.J. Edgar

Sunday - Continuous Music 4pm-8pm Irish Music & D.J. DJ-Earring

Monday - Irish folk with Paddy Whakes & Pat Deeks

Tuesday - Karaoke Every Night

Wednesday - Live 1050 Radio DJ's Ed McMurry / D.J. Edgar

Now open Trinity Room downstairs

Tim Creelkend every Wednesday and Music every night

101 Brighton Ave. Allston, MA

782-6172
HELP WANTED

Providing Medical Solutions For Women
This currently marketed Pit is going through a reformulation. This study will compare the current dosage to the new one. Call a study rep for more details.

Medical and Technical Research Associates is a 21-year-old pharmaceutical research facility and has a worldwide reputation for excellence in medical research.

[Image]

SEARCH EXTENDED
Project Director for Casey Initiative
Project Director for Boston based Mental Health Initiative for Urban Youth and their Families. Natl Foundation has awarded grant to MA to develop a comp. prevention & early intervention project in a Boston neighborhood. Planning year requires strong organizational background in health or human services, familiar with Boston's neighborhoods, working knowledge state's multi-agency child delivery system, demonstrates, ability to do public speaking, write clearly, communicate with people at all levels of govt & neighborhoods, & operationalize ideas. Exp.: 5 yrs. in an organizational leadership role. Pref.: Master's degree in a rel. discipline. Comp.: $31K - $40K. Affirm. Action candidates strongly encouraged to apply. Send resumes by 12/17/92 to: Casey Project, DHM, Metro Boston Area Office, 3rd Flr., 25 Staniford St., Boston, MA 02114

Field Coordinator for Casey Initiative
Field Coordinator for Boston based Mental Health Initiative for Urban Youth & their Families. Natl Foundation has awarded grant to MA to develop a comp. prevention & early intervention project in a Boston neighborhood. Coordinator will interface with City of Boston, Dept. of Intl. & Hosp., Healthy Boston Project, in the neighborhood governance structure, & design of the service package in response to locally identified needs. The Coordinator will work with Interagency Planning Council & Healthy Boston staff to implement the new multi-agency structure in selected neighborhood. The Coordinator will provide a newsletter for the Casey Initiative. Experience in community development pref. Master's deg. in relevant discipline. Comp.: $31K - $40K. Affirm. Action candidates strongly encouraged to apply. Send resumes by 12/17/92 to: Casey Project, DHM, Metro Boston Office, 25 Staniford St., 3rd Floor, Boston, MA 02114

COOLIDGE HOUSE
Nursing Care Center
is currently accepting applications for part-time receptionist. Flexibility, pleasant telephone manner, and typing required. Interested applicants may apply in person.

30 Webster Street • Brookline, MA 02146

ALLSTON AREA
If you are willing to start as a shipper and grow into sales, etc., Then call:

570-0846
Requirements: High School Graduate, Hard Working, Intelligent

If you are willing to start as a shipper and grow into sales, etc., Then call:

570-0846
Requirements: High School Graduate, Hard Working, Intelligent

Opportunities

We Pay Up To $300 Weekly!
Assemble our wall hangings. No wall hangings. No experience required. Materials supplied: Send Stamp to: N.R.N. P.O. Box 586 Dept. B Romeo, MI 48065

SALES MANAGER TRAINEE
Opportunity to earn $1,800 - $3,000/month to start. The leading company in home furnishings and window coverings. Full benefit package optional. Experience in retail necessary. Home office work imperative. For an appointment, Call (617)741-5530

HOMEWORKERS NEEDED! NURSE ASSISTANT TRAINING
SPARE TIME OR FULL-TIME. EARN UP TO $100 WEEKLY! MUST BE HONEST AND DEPENDABLE. WRITE FREE PRODUCT! 1-888-737-6499

HELP WANTED
DRIVERS COME FOR THE MONEY, STAY FOR THE STABLE. J.B. Hunt, one of America's largest and most successful transportation companies, pays its drivers some of the best salaries in the business. Call 1-800-288-HUNT today. EOR subject to drug screen.

PERSONALS
F care

PEELS
Dissatisfied with liquid WORMERS? Ask for Happy Jack

Tyler's Peels. Great taste, easy solution without refills. Available O-T-C at

United Way
Something to feel good about.

Subscribe to the Journal Call 254-0334

COMMISSION MAILERS WANTED $50 PER 100 ENVELOPES SEND S.A.S.E., to: S.P.D. Distributors Box 247 Plymouth MA 02361

NURSE ASSISTANT TRAINING
Train to work in Massachusetts nursing homes. Day & evening accelerated course. Cost: $91. 328-9211

COMMUNITY ASSISTANT TRAINING
Train to work in Massachusettstate nursing homes. Day & evening accelerated course. Cost: $91. 328-9211

United Way
Something to feel good about.

For more details, call (617) 741-5530.

Shipping

SHIPPER
ALLSTON WHOLESALER REQUIRES MATURE HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATE WHO IS INTELLIGENT & IS EAGER TO LEARN AND PROGRESS. NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY. LIBERAL WAGE & BENEFITS PROVIDED. CALL ANYTIME 570-0846

COMMISSION MAILERS WANTED $50 PER 100 ENVELOPES SEND S.A.S.E., to: S.P.D. Distributors Box 247 Plymouth MA 02361

NURSE ASSISTANT TRAINING
Train to work in Massachusetts nursing homes. Day & evening accelerated course. Cost: $91. 328-9211

United Way
Something to feel good about.

For more details, call (617) 741-5530.

For more details, call (617) 741-5530.
**Goldenseal? Not!**

Why take chances? Naturally Klean™ passes the test every time! Guaranteed results in 3 hours.

Available near you!

Call (800) 447-4692

**PAINTERS**

Interior/Exterior
to $250
FAST • GUARANTEED
License No: 2916
GMC 265
325-4574
SAME DAY FREE ESTIMATES

**STADIUM AUTO SALES**

305 WESTERN AVE. • BRIGHTON
254-1616

Low Mileage
97 Toyota 4S $750
98 Olds 88 $800
99 Chrysler 300 $800
97 Caprice 4S $900
96 Buick Regal $1,400

**FUTONS**

FREE DELIVERY
776-9429
All Newton • Somerville, MA

**THERAPY**

Futon Outlet
For the Best Deal In Town

**STUDIO 302**

1711 CHESTNUT ST.

**EYE: HAND**

Richard Ware
(617) 825-9691

**GOLDEN SEAL**

**STUDIO 302**

1711 CHESTNUT ST.

**EYE: HAND**

Richard Ware
(617) 825-9691

**GOLDEN SEAL**

**STUDIO 302**

1711 CHESTNUT ST.

**EYE: HAND**

Richard Ware
(617) 825-9691
ACUPUNCTURE

Yongshu Chen, Licensed Acupuncturist
Efficient, High Quality Care From A Chinese Woman, Acupuncturist & Herbalist, Who Received Six Years Training From Canton Medical School Of Traditional Chinese Medicine In China
- Pain and Numbness * Arthritis * Allergies * Depression
- Women * Diabetes * Fertility * Insomnia * Digestive Disorders * Weight Loss * Acne * Gynecologic Problems * Hair Loss * Smoking Cessation * Skin Problems * Other Health Problems
424-8814
678 Beacon St, Suite 203, Museum Shops, Boston
Disputes Not Exclusively
Covered By Some Insurance Plans

ATTORNEYS

Scott P. Curtis
Attorney At Law
358 Chestnut Hill Ave, Brookline
(At Cleveland Circle)
DIVORCE * REAL ESTATE * CRIMINAL LAW * 730-8141
ESTATES & WILLS * PERSONAL INJURY *

ATTORNEYS

ATTORNEY

BRUCE WORTHEN
782-5850
43 MATCHETT ST BRIGHTON, 02135

MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

Music Instruction
for
GUITAR and BASS
Rock/Blues/Funk/Jazz
featuring fundamental studies in:
Improvization * Theory * Composition
Beginners Welcome Call: 232-9794

The Journal's Service Directory
"Let It Work For You."
Call The Classified Department: 254-0334

PSYCHOLOGIST

SUMNER Z. SILVERMAN, Ph.D.
The creative person has unique problems that require unique solutions.
I see a broad range of people in a broad range of occupations, all attempting to cope with the constraints and crises of a 9 - 5 culture.
In therapy, I try to help you cultivate a sense of individuality without the sacrifice of productivity or peace of mind.
Licensed Psychologist
Cambridge: 491-4203 20 yrs. practice

REALTY SCHOOL

REALTY COURSE

PRE-LICENSE EXAM COURSE • FIRST LETTER HO DIPLAOMA
PREPARATION FOR BOARD OR • LICENSE NOT COURSE AS 
SECRETARY TO THE BOARD STATE REQUIRED
DIRECTORS • DUTIES OF OFFICERS, CALL FOR DATE MS. YOU.MAY
INDIVIDUALS COUPLES FOR
DIRECTORS &SELLER 
LICENSE
CMC 254-0334

LINDA INSTITUTE

LINDA INSTITUTE

734-2521
318 HANOVER ST.
BROOKLINE

Get Results in the Journal
Advertising for this section runs in all three papers

1ST TIME BUYERS ONLY • SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER

ACTUAL SIZE

ACTUAL SIZE

ACTUAL SIZE

ACTUAL SIZE

13 WKS $300
26 WKS $600
13 WEEKS $500
26 WEEKS $800

Ads for this section may be billed • payment due in full upon invoice
Call Mr. Lawrence @ 254-0334
ALL BRANDS VACUUM
254-6007
173 CHESTNUT HILL
BRIGHTON/BROOKLINE
RENT • SELL • SERVICE

WE DELIVER
CLEANING EQUIPMENT
TOOLS • VACUUMS • BUFFERS • SANDERS • RUG STEAMERS & MORE

APPLIANCE PARTS & SERVICE

BRANON & SON
Flat Roofing Company
ROOFING
ROOFTOPS, DECKS AND SKYLIGHTS
FORMERLY OF SCAPPACE
BROTHERS ROOFING
PROPRIETOR BRIAN BRANON
617-322-9554
1-800-479-FLAT

HOME IMPROVEMENT SPECIALISTS
TOTAL CONSTRUCTION

• KITCHENS • BATHROOMS • DECKS • LANSCAPING
• PLASTERING • DUMP RUNS • INT. PAINTING • TILE REPAIR
• EXTERIOR PAINTING • DISCOUNT •
254-3840
FREE ESTIMATES
VIEW OUR BEFORE AND AFTER PHOTO ALBUM
Sitting on cloud nine

Clouds give us early warnings of wind shifts. Every weather has its cloud. How many can you unscramble?

1. Soft, white marshmallow-looking clouds. If they are small and drift slowly, high in a blue sky, they usually indicate a fair weather sign. **MCULUS (Cumulus)**
2. Small clouds in the form of white patches, or絮状物
3. The **GRAHEM** or cloud, the **RHEAO**
4. Medium high clouds that look like powdered snow usually wave in or roll, forewarn weather changes
5. Very high, tiny white fluffy clouds that ripple across the sky, indicating approaching cold fronts. **FICULUS (Cumulus)**
6. Cauliflower-shaped low clouds, with dark base and a high tower. They are often called thunderheads. **NIMBUS (Cumulonimbus)**
7. The taller the cloud, the more **TYPHE**
8. Flat, gray, layered, sheet-like clouds **NASUTUS**
9. Pancake-like, flat clouds indicate **OOGAD**
10. If land is warmer than the sea surface, the cloud will form **INDIA**

Answers:

Readings by Tanya

Through her study of Tarot and her knowledge of candles she guarantees to help you if you are confused or unlucky. We love spiritual guidance or just curious about the future.

ALL READINGS ARE PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL.

(617) 782-2302

All readings half price Monday & Tuesday

---

Psychic Counseling

**TAROT  ASTROLOGY  PSYCHIC READING**

We Will Answer Your Questions About:
- Personal Affairs
- Dreams
- Money

Discover the Power A Reading that will Change your Life

1-900-933-4445

or 1-800-955-5580

Membership - Whirlwind, Inc., Lakewood, CO

---

Bits N' Pieces

Crossword Puzzle

Home Improvement/Service Directory

Hardware

Iron Work

Movers

Today's Woman Knows Her Own Worth

Painting

Walsh Painting

Iron Work

John's Moving Service

Railing, Columns

Clues

Railing, Columns

Bosboston Painters

Answers:
Michael Leone's coach says the 11-year-old center knows how to be in the right place at the right time. He knows how to put the puck in the net.

But Leone's father Joe, jokes that his son slips them into the net so often because "he's sneaky.

Leone himself said, "I just go where they pass." Either way, Leone has the honor of being the top scorer on All-Bright's Squirt travel team. Leone, a St. Columbkille's sixth grader has racked up 13 points this season, with six goals and seven assists.

"He's just got a really good sense of how to score," said Joe Parisi, who coaches Leone on the Squirts. "He always hustles to the puck — whether it's attacking or defending.

And on defense, said Parisi, Leone "backchecks very well. He always stays with his man.

It's no wonder he's so smooth on the ice, seeing that he's been playing hockey since he was three. "I learned from watching the older kids who were better, and by practicing," said Leone, a second year Squirt.

Now, the power center "brings leadership to the team," said Parisi. "He's a born leader and everybody knows it. The kids respond well to him and when he's on the ice he's pretty much in control of the team.

But at the same time, said Parisi, Leone is "very coachable. He'll do what you tell him to do without giving you a hard time about it.

Leone admits the Squirts, with one win, six losses, and one tie, are "not doing that great this year."

He's still got hope though. What the team needs, is what he started doing when he was three and does with his team two or three times a week. And that is "practise," Leone said.

THE MICHAEL LEONE FILE

• Birthdate: August 11, 1981.
• Birthplace: St. Columbkille's where Leone is in sixth grade.
• Family: Parents, Joe and Joan; brothers, Joe 13, and Daniel, 6.
• School: St. Columbkille's where Leone is in sixth grade.
• Life's goal: "To be a hockey player.
• College chiose: "One where I can play hockey."
• Career highlight: "In the game against Dedham [on Nov. 15] where out of 10 points, I scored seven. I got two goals and five assists."
• Worst sports moment: "The game against Brookline when we got killed 16-0."
• One thing I like better than sports is: "playing with my friends."
• After that Leone says it's playing Super Mario Bros. III on Nintendo.
• I like Alhston-Brighton because: "all my friends live there. I don't want to move because I won't get to play with them."
• One thing my parents never let me do: "Go outside late," said Leone, whose curfew is usually about 8:00 p.m.
• One thing I do better at hockey than anyone else: "Shoot."
• The Christmas present at the top of my list: "Anything they get me," said Leone. Hopefully, he added, it will be a pair of Gubeous jeans.

Michael Leone's coach says the 11-year-old center knows how to be in the right place at the right time. He knows how to put the puck in the net.

But Leone's father Joe, jokes that his son slips them into the net so often because "he's sneaky."

Leone himself said, "I just go where they pass." Either way, Leone has the honor of being the top scorer on All-Bright's Squirt travel team. Leone, a St. Columbkille's sixth grader has racked up 13 points this season, with six goals and seven assists.

"He's just got a really good sense of how to score," said Joe Parisi, who coaches Leone on the Squirts. "He always hustles to the puck — whether it's attacking or defending.

And on defense, said Parisi, Leone "backchecks very well. He always stays with his man.

It's no wonder he's so smooth on the ice, seeing that he's been playing hockey since he was three. "I learned from watching the older kids who were better, and by practicing," said Leone, a second year Squirt.

Now, the power center "brings leadership to the team," said Parisi. "He's a born leader and everybody knows it. The kids respond well to him and when he's on the ice he's pretty much in control of the team.

But at the same time, said Parisi, Leone is "very coachable. He'll do what you tell him to do without giving you a hard time about it.

Leone admits the Squirts, with one win, six losses, and one tie, are "not doing that great this year."

He's still got hope though. What the team needs, is what he started doing when he was three and does with his team two or three times a week. And that is "practise," Leone said.

THE MICHAEL LEONE FILE

• Birthdate: August 11, 1981.
• Birthplace: St. Columbkille's where Leone is in sixth grade.
• Family: Parents, Joe and Joan; brothers, Joe 13, and Daniel, 6.
• School: St. Columbkille's where Leone is in sixth grade.
• Life's goal: "To be a hockey player."
• College chiose: "One where I can play hockey."
• Career highlight: "In the game against Dedham [on Nov. 15] where out of 10 points, I scored seven. I got two goals and five assists."
• Worst sports moment: "The game against Brookline when we got killed 16-0."
• One thing I like better than sports is: "playing with my friends."
• After that Leone says it's playing Super Mario Bros. III on Nintendo.
• I like Alhston-Brighton because: "all my friends live there. I don't want to move because I won't get to play with them."
• One thing my parents never let me do: "Go outside late," said Leone, whose curfew is usually about 8:00 p.m.
• One thing I do better at hockey than anyone else: "Shoot."
• The Christmas present at the top of my list: "Anything they get me," said Leone. Hopefully, he added, it will be a pair of Gubeous jeans.
It seemed like everything was going well for the All-Bright Squirts hockey team on Saturday. The seventh place Squirtsblanked the opposition, second place Midfield, for two periods and went into the third period leading 3-0.

That's when things started to change. Medfield, usually a high scoring team, shut three of the All-Bright pipes, the third hitting the net with 18 seconds to go in the game, which ended in a 3-3 tie.

That last shot was a desperate, and "we didn't even see it go by," said coach Joe Parisi. "All of our defense was

Continued on page 34

Katherine Gibbs School (126 Newbury St., Boston) will host a Holiday Reception and invites graduates to join in the festivities. The celebration will conclude the school's 75th Anniversary Year. Info: 578-7150.

Oak Square Senior Club
The club will meet the first and third Wednesdays, Sept., 1992 through June, 1993, at the Knights of Columbus Hall in Brighton, at 1 p.m.

• More info: Call the Oak Square Senior Club president, Mary Fox, at 254-3638.

Boston Public Library News
Faneuil Branch (419 Faneuil St.; tel. 782-6705) • Countdown to 1993 Reading Club—From Nov. on. All children are invited to stop by, join the club, log the books they read, and add items to a colorful display.
• Annual Holiday Open House—Patrons and friends of the Faneuil Branch are invited to the annual "Faneuil Holiday Open House," Thursday, Dec. 10, at 6:30 p.m. The fun includes a special program for children and all will enjoy the holiday music and yummy treats. The Friends of the Faneuil Branch Library fund the Open House and everyone is welcome.

Hahnenmann Hospital Eating Disorders Service
A free support and discussion group offered monthly for those with anorexia or bulimia, their friends and family members. The group meets in the Hahnenmann Hospital (1515 Comm. Ave., Brighton) Conference Room. Info: contact Marilyn Weller at (617) 254-1100, ext. 606.

Lessons
Aerobics at 'Y' Learn to teach aerobics and step aerobics at the West Suburban YMCA, 276 Church St., Newton. Eight-week comprehensive certification training course to learn to teach aerobics and step aerobics. Registration begins Dec. 16; classes start, Jan. 7. More info: 244-6606.

Bay State Ice Skating School Don't let a skate go to waste this holiday season and learn to enjoy the ice to its fullest. At the Bay State Ice Skating School, lessons taught by professional instructors are available for children, 5 and older, as well as adults. Fee of $59 for children; $70 for adults—includes admission for 7-week series. For details and/or to register, call the school at 965-4460.

Volunteers
Franciscan Hospital/Rehab Cir Teens, seniors and other community neighbors, who can devote a few hours, one or two days a week, are needed at the Franciscan Children's Hospital/Rehabilitation Center, 30 Warren St., Brighton. Volunteer positions available include: clerical aides, receptionists and religious education assistants. More info: Call the Volunteer Dept., at 254-3800, Ext. 1511.

New England Home For Little Wanderers
The New England Home for Little Wanderers seeks in- novative individuals willing to spend time, talent and affection with a troubled child. In the Home's Mentor Program, such an adult serves as a role model and emotional support for one of The Home's kids. Prospective mentors must attend an orientation program, complete a formal application, participate in a two-part mentor training program and finally meet with a program director. Each mentor is asked to spend eight hours each month with a child or teen and to make a minimum commitment of one full year. Ongoing training and support are offered for volunteers wishing to accept this long-term responsibility, including monthly mentor support groups. At this time, mentors have been successfully matched with children in several of The Home's nine treatment programs; they are making a difference in many young lives. For information, call (617) 783-7075.

• Compiled by the Journal staff
Excellence from Chevy, but of Corsica

By Bob Sikorsky

The 1993 Chevrolet Corsica LT four-door sedan was my companion for part of a recent media promotion tour I did through Portions of the South.

Although this was a rental car, I thought it would be a good choice for a review.

The Corsica, with nearly 7,000 miles, proved very comfortable, quiet and efficient transportation on the500 or so miles I drove it through Alabama, Georgia, South Carolina and North Carolina.

An interesting comparison exists between the '92 and '93 Corsica; I was able to detect a distinct difference in the quietness of the new model. Wind noise around the windows has been reduced substantially with the addition of improved front- and rear-door seals, modifications to the outside rearview mirrors and reshaped windshield moldings.

Another noise modification on all '93 Coriscas is the use of larger mufflers.

A new feature on the '93 Corsica I'm sure the rental-car companies enjoy is the inclusion of standard Scotchguard fabric protection on the floor carpeting and floor mats. In past years only the seats and door panels received this treatment. Good idea; there is no part of the vehicle more likely to be soiled than the carpeting.

The base price of the LT or entry-level model is $11,395. Although this was a rental car, I thought it would be a good choice for a review.

The extra power provided by the V-6, as compared to the 3.1-liter OHV V-6 engine, rated at 140 horsepower and 185 foot pounds of torque, is a nice choice. The extra power provided by the V-6, as compared to the 130-horsepower standard L-4 engine, was nice to have and gives the Corsica—the consummate small family sedan—a much sportier flair.

It's one of the most powerful engines in its class and although I found it a bit on the noisier side under strong acceleration, for the most part it was quiet at cruising speeds with only moderately noticeable ticking at idle.

Add shipping and handling ($475) and the grand as-tested total comes to $13,823.

For those interested in more performance and handling, the Corsica is also available with the optional 252 Sport Handling Package consisting of accented body-side moldings, 15-inch aluminum wheels with larger P205/60R15 touring Radials, a sport suspension and a sport steering wheel.

Although the Corsica is rated a compact car by the EPA, it is a very roomy compact. Seems more like a midsize to me. There is good room here for five passengers and I personally had plenty of headroom and legroom in the driver's seat.

The fold-down feature of the backseat provides access into the moderately large (13.5 cubic foot) trunk and allows for hauling long items such as skis. The trunk held my two large suitcase with much room to spare.

And although it's a minor feature, I liked the dual cup holder that pulls out of the passenger's side of the dash. It holds styrofoam cups and 12-ounce cans perfectly.

The optional 3.1-liter OHV V-6 engine, rated at 140 horsepower and 185 foot pounds of torque, is a nice choice. The extra power provided by the V-6, as compared to the 130-horsepower standard L-4 engine, was nice to have and gives the Corsica—the consummate small family sedan—a much sportier flair.

Loyalty is our difference.

At Dalzell, loyalty means a lot to us and our customers. Our friendly, knowledgeable staff carries on an established family tradition of commitment, giving better service to all of our customers.

Excellent service department • New and used models

Dalzell Motor Sales, Inc. • (617) 329-1100
805 Providence Hwy., Dedham
Excellence from Chevy, but of Corsica
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EPA rates the optional 3.1-liter engine, when fitted with the automatic transmission, at 20 mpg city and 28 mpg highway with a combined fuel economy of 23 mpg. I filled up twice and my fuel economy for mostly highway driving averaged 24.1 mpg.

Although the V6 has substantially more power than the standard L4 engine, its fuel economy isn’t much less than the standard 4-cylinder engine that rates 23 mpg/city and 31 mpg/highway with a combined average of 26 mpg.

About the only complaint I had about the Corsica was with the automatic transmission. The shift points were smooth enough, but the tranny whined and whirred a little too much and was just plain too noisy, especially when shifting from first to second gear.

Standard on all Corsicas is a driver’s-side air bag and four-wheel anti-lock brakes. A brake-transmission shift interlock requires the driver to apply the brake pedal before the car can be shifted out of "Park." New for ’93:

Seats are on the large side, solid and covered with a sturdy cloth fabric. The dash, highlighted by a large separate instrument binnacle that sits on top of the dash, is handsome.

After being bold enough to drive across the country in the V6-powered ‘92 analog in late August, I won’t be surprised in the least if the new one would have fared. Not much, I’ll bet.

The true test of a rental car is how well it can be driven across the country. The new Corsica is a solid-value, roomy family sedan that should continue to attract a substantial share of buyers in this market segment.
SUBSCRIBE TO THE Allston-Brighton Journal
FOR 52 WEEKS FOR $19.00 AND RECEIVE 2 FREE TICKETS TO
FOR SUNDAY • DEC 27th • 9:30 pm
CALL STEFANIA @ 254-0334
THE RETURN OF A CLASSIC!
BIG BIRD & THE ABC's
BOSTON GARDEN
Sat., Dec. 26 • Tues., Dec. 29
TO GET YOUR TICKETS
In Person: Garden Box Office
and all Ticketmaster outlets including
Liberty The, Gillette, Arched Mall
By Phone: 617 or 508
931-5100
R&S X MG
John Somers
310 Newbury St.
Boston, MA 02116
(617) 437-0689
Boston's Most Original Gift Shop

ANALYSIS
Use it or lose it
Continued from page 11
when the ACA membership throws its sup­port behind a specific project, no letter of support ever goes out. Why, you ask? Let’s speculate a bit.
Suppose you’re the head of a certain community organization. And suppose your position on a certain matter conflicts with the position of the general membership. And suppose maybe, just maybe, you want your own agenda, not the agenda of the organization to prevail. What do you do?
Well, it’s what you don’t do that actually matters. You don’t send a letter of support to the city. You sabotage your own organization. If you can’t fight them, at least you don’t have to join them.
The problem is the ideas and wishes of the community are not always represented in the actions of any civic group. And sometimes the few don’t have a clue about what the many really want. The only way for these organizations to know how the rest of you feel, is if you show up at their meetings and tell them.
If you’re happy with the status quo, then stay home and go about your own business. But, if you want to see some changes in the way things work in the Allston-Brighton community, get involved. Go to as many meetings as you can. Work for change.
Despite what some people believe, change is good. And it’s the only way this community will ever grow. Think about it.

SPORTS
Continued from page 31
in front of the net.”
But, said Parisi, his team turned in “a tremendous performance. “Everyone hustled and there was no laziness.”
Ryan Kearney, assisted by Jeremy Parisi, scored the first goal in the first period. The second was scored by Michael Leone, with an assist by Casey Storace. And center Sean Glynn, in his first game with the Squirts this season, gave the team a big welcome back by scoring the third goal, with an assist by Storace.
PeeWees blank Midstate
The PeeWees, in their game Saturday afternoon, had the good fortune of maintaining their 3-0 shutout against Midstate until the bitter end.
Though it need not be said, goalies Chuck Storace bought a “played really well,” said coach Mike Cashman. “We really played well enough in our zone to put a couple of pucks in their net and we kept them out of our net.”
The PeeWees, now with five wins and two losses, scored one goal each period. First Steve Young, then Ryan Thompson, and then Jonathan Parisi. Assists were made by Brendan Cashman, Thompson, William Bletzer and Joe Leone.
Last week, the team lost 3-1 to South Boston on Nov. 28, ended in a 4-4 tie. Center Ian Beath scored his first goal of the season and Nathan Kearney scored two.

The Mite A’s are seeing triple. The team has had three ties in a row over the past two weeks. The Mites tied Parkway 2-2 on Nov. 25. Both goals were scored by the Sullivan brothers, Michael and David, who put the puck into the net for the first time this season.
The game against South Boston on Nov. 28, ended in a 4-4 tie. Center Ian Beath scored his first goal of the season and Nathan Kearney scored two.
And Sunday’s 3-3 tie against Waltham “was the best game of the year,” according to coach Dick Sullivan. Waltham, had its 7-0 record marred by the Mites who got revenge for their 9-1 loss to Waltham in a scrimmage game last Wednesday. Because of that, “We thought of the tie as a win,” said Sullivan.
The Mites were winning 3-2 with two minutes left when Waltham scored the tying goal. Mike Sullivan and Andrew O’Brien were the goal scorers and goalie Craig Cashman played his best game of the year, according to Sullivan. “He stayed awake for the whole game and concentrated and made some great saves,” said Sullivan.
When asked what changed for the team, Sullivan said, “Maybe their coach is yelling at them.”
Sullivan said the team has finally dropped its old philosophy that the opposition will give it the puck. The team has learned that “eventually they have to go into the corner and work to get the puck,” said Sullivan.
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when the ACA membership throws its sup­port behind a specific project, no letter of support ever goes out. Why, you ask? Let’s speculate a bit.

Suppose you’re the head of a certain community organization. And suppose your position on a certain matter conflicts with the position of the general membership. And suppose maybe, just maybe, you want your own agenda, not the agenda of the organization to prevail. What do you do?

Well, it’s what you don’t do that actually matters. You don’t send a letter of support to the city. You sabotage your own organization. If you can’t fight them, at least you don’t have to join them.

The problem is the ideas and wishes of the community are not always represented in the actions of any civic group. And sometimes the few don’t have a clue about what the many really want. The only way for these organizations to know how the rest of you feel, is if you show up at their meetings and tell them.

If you’re happy with the status quo, then stay home and go about your own business. But, if you want to see some changes in the way things work in the Allston-Brighton community, get involved. Go to as many meetings as you can. Work for change.

Despite what some people believe, change is good. And it’s the only way this community will ever grow. Think about it.
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in front of the net.”

But, said Parisi, his team turned in “a tremendous performance. “Everyone hustled and there was no laziness.”

Ryan Kearney, assisted by Jeremy Par fel, scored the first goal in the first period. The second was scored by Michael Leone, with an assist by Casey Storeace. And center Sean Glynn, in his first game with the Squirts this season, gave the team a big welcome back by scoring the third goal, with an assist by Storeace.

PeeWees blank Midstate

The PeeWees, in their game Saturday afternoon, had the good fortune of maintaining their 3-0 shutout against Midstate until the bitter end.

Though it need not be said, goalies Chuck Evangelista and Marc Rosen “played really well,” said coach Mike Cashman. “We really played well enough in our zone to put a couple of pucks in their net and we kept them out of our net.”

The PeeWees, now with five wins and two losses, scored one goal each period. First Steve Young, then Ryan Thompson, and then Jonathan Parisi. Assists were made by Brendan Cashman, Thompson, William Manfield, ending a four game winning streak. Cashman attributed the loss to the Thanksgiving Blues. “Too much turkey or something,” guessed Cashman.

Tie-ing times for Mites

The Mite A’s are seeing triple. The team has had three ties in a row over the past two weeks. The Mites tied Parkway 2-2 on Nov. 25. Both goals were scored by the Sullivan brothers, Michael and David, who put the puck into the net for the first time this season.

The game against South Boston on Nov. 26, ended in a 4-4 tie. Center Ian Brath scored his first goal of the season and Nathan Kearney scored two.

And Sunday’s 3-3 tie against Waltham “was the best game of the year,” according to coach Dick Sullivan. Waltham, had its 7-0 record marred by the Mites who got revenge for their 9-1 loss to Waltham in a scrimmage game last Wednesday. Because of that, “We thought of the tie as a win,” said Sullivan.

The Mites were winning 3-2 with two minutes left when Waltham scored the tying goal. Mike Sullivan and Andrew O’Brien were the goal scorers and goalie Craig Cashman played his best game of the year, according to Sullivan. “He stayed awake for the whole game and concentrated and made some great saves,” said Sullivan.

When asked what changed for the team, Sullivan said, “Maybe their coach is yell­ ing at them.”

Sullivan said the team has finally dropped its old philosophy that the opposition will give it the puck. The team has learned that “eventually they have to go into the corner and work to get the puck,” said Sullivan.